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Joe Camilleri explains why the First Report of the
Ranger Inquiry is anything but a '9reen light'.

Chain Reaction Interview~ Jack Mundey

EDITORIAL
We applaud the First Report oftte Ranger Inquiry as
a useful reference work for the wide public debate which
mu st lake place over the comrng years on the question of
wh at to do with Australia's uramum resources. We note
th at the Report calls for such a debate in its final recommend ati on, a nd urge a ll concerned people to do
eve rything they ca n to prevent the Government from ignoring thi s clear call for public participation in making a
dec ision of such complexity and gravity.
/\ ny full objecti ve reading of the Report immediately
di spels the notion th at it gives a 'Conditional go ahead'
for th e mining and export of Australian uranium. The in iti al mi sinterpretation by almost the entire media of
reco mmendations I and 2 concerning the hazards of mining, milling and 'normal' reactor operation has reportedly greatl y disturbed Mr Justice Fox and the other Com mi ss ioners.
T he Co mmi ss ioners state expli citly in the body of the
Report th at th ey have not been able to determin e
"wheth er it is preferable to del ay coming to a decisi on
about mining for a period of several years or alternati vel y
to proceed with ca refull y planned devel opment of the indu stry" . But revealingl y th ey do say th at " dela y (is) an
opti on whi ch mi ght rea sonabl y be followed ". They al so
acce pted th e cru cial submi ssion by nuclear opponents
th at th e spread of ' peaceful' nuclear power is contributin g to in creased risk of nuclear wa r.
We echo th e call for a public debate with full confiden ce that the more people know about nuclear power
and it s uni4u e haza rd s, the more they will realise th at it is
a wise and moral decision to let uranium rest safely in the
ground . On the other hand , the government and nuclear
proponents, anxious for a rushed decision , obviously fear
th e reacti on of an informed public. In thi s Chain R eac-
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lion we publish a guide to the Ranger Report which
should help people make up their own minds on the issue.
This CR is also a solar energy special, examining in
detail how solar energy can be used in Australian homes.
If a non -nuclear future is to become a reality we believe it
is essential that people take the initiative for them selves
- acting ~-herever p~ssible as a community - and begin
the trans1t1on to usrng clean , free, decentralised and
endless sources of energy such as that from the sun . People can do this directly in the domestic sector.
I_n _lat~r editic_ms we _hope to look at alternative energy
pol1c1es rn the rndustnal , commercial , agricultural and
transport sectors. In time though we envisage th at these
approaches at different le vel s - nation a l a nd
hou sehold / community - should begin to converge as
energy production and consumption , and production of
goods and services generally, become much more
decentralised and more directl y co ntrolled by th e communities in volved.
It is important to realise at thi s early stage, however,
th at there a re unlikel y to be technical restr aints
preventing constructi on of gi ant solar power stati ons
similar in nature to the large electricity power stations of
today . Large-scale centralised technology - so lar or
nuclear - will in variably mean a society in which effective political power is also centralised and concentrated
in the hands of a relati vely small ruling cl ass. Whether we
go for large-scale or small-scale solar technology is
therefore a decision with profound political implication s.
Every effort made by people to involve themselves in
designing and constructing alternative technology especially suited to local needs can help us move towa rd s a
society which provides much more local autonom y, and
one which lives in harmony with its environm ent.
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Jack Mundey elaborates his views on alternative
technology, conservation and class, and the retooling of factories so that they produce more sociallyuseful products.
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Barbara James describes how Darwin has· taken off
on solar power, once again after the cyclone!
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Brian Martin writes on the interplay between
technology and society, and discusses the politics of
solar energy.
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The former 'complaints manager' for General
Electric's nuclear reactors comes to Australia and
gives the inside story on reactor safety.
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Chain Reaction is the quarterly magazine of Friends
of the Earth Australia, publishing feature articles and
news on national and international environmental issues, and searching for the way towards a
sustainable, convivial society which lives in harmony
with its environment.
This issue was produced by Mark Carter John
Andrews, Mick : W~t~rs . and Graham Barron, with
greatly appreciated help from Olga O'hannessian
Peter O'hannessian, Woody, Alison Parks Neil Bar~
rett,. Joe Cami-lleri, Jack Munday, Barbara James,
David Allworth, Linnell Secombe, Emma MoodieYoung. Alan Beesey, Alastair Machin Frank Muller
'
Paul Marshall, Sandy Poulsford and Julia .
Thanks also to Currency Produ"ctions fo( bromide
W<?rk. and to Waverley Offset for typesetting and
prrntrng.
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Original contributions to Chain Reaction - articles
news snippets, leaks, photos, drawings, cartoons'
p_oems or short stories with some sort of en~
v1ronmental association - are very welcome, but we
can _only guaran.._tee to return them if they are accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope.
A~dress all correspondence to Chain Reaction,
Friends of the Earth, 51 Nicholson St., Carlton Vic.
3053. Tel. (03) 347 6630.
'
If you'd like to help us by distributing/selling Ch11in
Reacti~n and earn a bit of money for yourself at the
same time, contact your local FOE group right away
(see page 40 for addresses).
The next issue, Vol.2, No.4, will appear in February
1977. Sorry it's a bit late but we were late getting the
first issue out this year.
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How Long?

Jimmy/ Carters Energy Policy
"Our dependence on nuclear
power should be kept to an absolute
minimum," writes Jimmy Carter in a
policy paper on the subject released
during the US presidential contest.
"We ought to apply much stricter
standards as we regulate its use. We ,
must be completely honest with our
people concerning any problems or
dangers.
"Nuclear reactors should be
located below ground level," he adds .
"The power plants should behoused
in sealed buildings within which permanent heavy vacuums are maintained . Plants should be located in
sparsely populated areas and only
after consultation with state and
local officials. Designs should be
standardized, and a full-time federal
employee, with full authority to shut
down the plant in case of any
.operational abnormality, should
always be present in control _rooms._
"We should remember that we
only have enough oil available as an
energy source for another 30 years.
We must make a major shift to coal
and substantially increase our use of
solar energy. With proper national
planning, energy conservation can be
mcreased and we can keep our
dependence on nuclear energy to an
absolute minimum," concludes
Carter, a former nuclear engineer in
the US Navy.
He repeated his call for "nuclear
power as a last resort" in the first of
his three TV debates with President
Ford, and stressed that coal would
have to be used more efficiently and
more cleanly as an alternative to oil.
Carter graduated as an officer in
the US Navy in °1943. He worked on
experimental naval vessels and submarines before returning to supervise
the engineering work on the Navy's
first postwar ship, the USS I, at New
London, Connecticut.
A graduate in reactor technology
and nuclear physics, be became
aquainted with Admiral Hyman
Page 2 -

Rickover, known as the father of the
nuclear submarine navy, and worked
with him to develop the second US
nuclear ·submarine.
Then, in 1953, his father died of
cancer and he returned home to
Georgia.
In his autobiography, Why not the
best?, Carter opens chapter 12 as
follows; "With the exception of
reorganisation itself, I spend more
time preserving our natural resources
than on any other one issue."
Asked by Time magazine about
what he learnt while campaigning
across America, he said: ·"Well I've
broadened my experience in
agriculture, which is my own
business. Also in government. I '
know infinitely more about the
proper interrelationship· that ought
to exist in a system of federalism
than I did before, although I have
served seven years in local
government and eight years in state
government and have been a very
close observer of the national scene. I
could go down a tremendous litany
of things that have been added to my
knowledge in the last 24 months for
example m the areas of environment,
transportation, energy. It has been a
very good education process for me."

Reactor Sales Slow Down
Only four nuclear reactors were
built in the US in 1975, compared to
22 in 1974, and 46 in 1973.
Durin~ 1975, the electric utility
companies cancelled 23 reactor
orders and postponed another 125.
Westinghouse Corporation, the
leading reactor builder in the world,
and the only company to sell a
reactor in the US in 1975, was also
reported as having made '.'"questionable payments" to foreign
officials through its sales representatives.
.
.
Not Man Apart, Mid-Apnl, 1976.
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The
Plutonium
Connection
"Current transactions in the
Nuclear market place demonstrate
that what prevails now in nuclear
policy is not statesmanship but
salesmanship," says Walter C. Patterson, author of the newly published
book Nuclear Power, and a recent
visitor to Australia.
Writing in the New Statesman he
argues that the spread of nuclear
power is the most pressing issue on
the international agenda.
"The US is proceeding with plans
to sell reactors to Eygpt and Israel;
agreements were initialled on August
4 and 5. Neither Egypt nor Israel is a
party to the Non-proliferation
Treaty.
On August 6 France signed a
contract to build two nuclear power
stations in South Africa, beating a
joint bid from the US, West Germany and the Netherlands . South
Africa is not a party to the NPT.
On August 4 France announced
an agrement to sell two nuclear
plants to South Korea.
On July 4 West Germany signed
contracts to build two nuclear plants
in Iran; France is in the running for
two more, and the US for eight.
"By 1990 the amount of pJutonium
produced in civil nuclear installations in developing countries alone
will probably, be enough to make
more than ten atom bombs a day,"
warns Patterson.
NEW STATESMAN.
27 August
1976.

Earlier this year in Washington
the Congressional House JointCom:
mittee on Atomic Energy heard
ch~rges by the nuclear engineers who
resigned from General Electric, and
from other witnesses , on the
haza~ds of nuclear technology.
Witnesses told the committee that
t~ere are pr_esent_ly 11 land disposal
sites for rad10active waste in the US.
Six are commercial, and five are run
by the Energy Research and
Development Administration.
Together they cont!lin more than 50

mfflion cubic feet of solid radioactive
waste generated over the past 30
years.
By the year 2000 more than orie
billion cubic feet of such waste will
have been produced, equal to covering a four-lane coast to coast
highway one foot deep, estimated
one witness.
The representatives were told of
'migrations' of wastes at three sites
where facilities that had been plan:
ned to contain the wastes for
hundreds of years had begun leaking
after only 12 years.
N ot Man Apart, Mid-April, 1976.

Industrial
Danger
"Increasing industrialisation
threatens the existing chemical composition of the atmosphere" warns
CS'IRO in its 1975/76 Annual
Report.
The report says "The recent
~rowth i~ the bur1_1ing of fossil fuels
ts releasmg cherrucal substances in
quantities which may corrode
building stones, stunt development of
v~getati<?n, endanger health or even
affect climate by scattering and absorbing radiation entering and leaving the earth".
"Photochemical smog, well known
in places like Los Angeles, is now being experienced by the larger cities in
Australia" .
Sydney is Australia's most smogbound city, the Report states.
In Melbourne CSIRO measurements show the average low-altitude
concentration of ozone, one of the
main constituents of photochemicar
smog, has doubled between 1965 and
1973.
And higher up in the atmosphere,
25km abeve the earth's surface, the
Report stresses the need to keep
monitoring the concentration of the
produced ozone layer since
"naturally
,
.s.o many products o( our everyday·
hfe are capable of destroying it" . Examples are the chlorinated
hydrocarbons used as dry-cleaning
solvents and the freons used as
propellants in aerosol cans.
The atmospheric ozone layer plays
a_n es~ential role to life on earth · by
f1ltenng out harmful ultraviolet
radiation from the sun.

Fusion Problems
In an article on nuclear fusion
research in Science, William D.
Mertz reports on conceptual studies

for a 2100 MW fusion reactor "/'
Tokamak.
He found the "Fusion reactors
built with present-day materials
seem to have many of the problems
that fission reactcrs have, made
much less manageable in some cases
by the complexity of the reactor . . .
·Fusion is still a basic research
enterprise. No device, Tokamak or
·other type, has yet produced the
plasma conditions (temperature and
confinement time) needed for a practical reactor."

Mertz
also
mentioned
"unprecedented maintenance
problell1;s, e_.g. in replacing the inner
wall as its hfe span was identified as
only 2-3 .5 years," which he said
would "undermine the already shaky
economics of fusion."
· "There would be a considerable
potential hazard from radioactive
materials," and "a waste-disposal
problem," he said.
SCIENCE, 2 July 1976.
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Enviro,nmental Legislation
under Attack
Country Party Federal ministers
Anthony (National Resources),
Sinclair (Primary Industry) and Nix<:>n (Transport) are spearheading a
campaign to hand environmental assessment of projects involving the
Commonwealth back to the States.
Mr. Anthony gave an undertaking
to State mining ministers early this
year that he would have the Federal
Government pulled out of environmental assessment of mining
projects. Such a change would involve watering down of the Environment Protection (Impact of
Proposals) Act 1974-75 which was
fully supported by all parties when
introduced into parliament by Moss
Cass.
No States have environmental
protection legislation which is as
comprehensive as the Federal
legislation.
Environmentalists realise that
there are many faults with the existing legislation as evidenced in the
Ranger Inquiry where pro-mining interests were able to utilize enormous
research, legal and secretarial
resources compared to the environmentalists. However, the existing set-up is clearly preferable to
one in which all environmental assessment lies with State governments
led by the 'chop it down, dig it up'
mentality of premiers such as Court
and Bjelke-Petersen, who have been
pressurizing the Federal Government
to pull out.
Major development proposals
which would be subject to reduced
environmental assessment include
Yeelirrie uranium, Marandoo Iron
Ore and Kwinana Freeway in W.A.,
the Bowen Basin coal projects,
MIM's MacArthur River project
and the Aurukun bauxite project in
Queensland, and various freeway
proposals in Melbourne.
Cabinet has three times discussed
the Environment Protection Act but
each time come to a non-decision.
The latest non-decision, however,
has put State development interests
into a strong position to get rid of the
Act, and Environment Minister
Newman has been making ominous
noises about the need to avoid
Commonwealth-State duplication .
In the meantime the Environment
Department is not able to apply the
Act, and as a result HarrisDaishowa's. Eden woodchip project
has been given a further twelvemonths worth of export ·permits.
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Oil Price Gusher

Environment Centres
Shutdown Feared
Australia's community environment centres have called for a reversal of the Federal Government's
decision to fund them on a matching
dollar basis.
Speaking in Canberra on behalf of
the environment centres, Frank Muller, said, "Many environment
centres fear being forced to close
down if the decision is not reversed."
The environment centres are used
by thousands of voluntary environmentalists, school teachers, students, ecologists and naturalists.
They are resource and information
centres, and do not make policy or
statements on issues.
Up till now environment centres
have received direct grants from the
Federal Government. Under the new
scheme the Federal ·Government will
match each dollar raised from nonGovernment sources with two dollars
up to a level agreed to by the
Minister.
Frank Muller said that this
scheme didn't accpunt for the fact
that environment centres are not
fund-raising bodies and utilise community resources, ~uch as volunteer
labour, which cannot be accounted
for as dollar income. He added that
the change being sought does not involve any inc_rease in the budget allocation which is only $400 000.
In calling for a reinstatement of
direct grants to environment centres,
Mr Muller warned cabinet against
succumbing to 'development for
development's sake' interests who
wish to silence environmentalists in
the community.

Released on behalf of all
Australian Environment Centres.
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The price of a gallon of petrol
could rise by about 3 cents a year,
between now and 1985, if the Federal
Government accepts the recommendations of the inquiry into oil prices
by the Industries Assistance Commission, released in October.
The inquiry recommended that the
price of Australian crude oil, and
therefore petrol, be lifted to wprld
levels by 1985.
At present, the price of Australian
crude is only about one fifth of the
world rate.
Bass Strait crude costs about
$2.30 a barrel plus $2 excise, while
~arrow Island oil is $2. 70 plus excise. The world parity price is $11 a
barrel.
The IAC _price-rise schedule would
bring the price of Australian crude in
fine· with world parity by 1985.
Their report argues that the present low price of Australian crude
encourages the increasing consumption of scarce resources, and also
serves to delay investment in alternative energy sources .

Energy in
the fields
In the latest issue of the ANZAAS
magazine Search, Dr. Ken Newcombe of the Australian National
University'.s ~cology group, and
CSIRO sc1ent1sts question the common assumption that modern intensive agriculture give better yields
than pre-industrial methods.
Citing Hong Kong as an example
Dr Newcombe points to vegetabl~
farmers who have switched to
western technology over the past 15
}'.ears. Th~ir total energy consumption has nsen by 58 per cent while
only
t~eir total yield has increased
eight per cent - a tremendous loss in
real production per unit energy input.
Assessing agricultural efficiency
calls for a complex energy equation.
Accounts are taken of the fuel used
by t_ractors and agricultural
machinery, the muscular work done
by people and animals and also the
energy used in the m~nufacture of
the machinery, in making fertilisers
and providing irrigation water and so
on.

Cheaper Solar Electricity
Researchers at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology have
developed a solar energy converter
that may solve the problem of highcost. phot?voltaic cells by increasing
the intensity of the sunlight reaching
a cell by a factor of between 500 and
1000.
This substantially reduces the
number of cells necessary. It is supposed to P.roduce energy as cheaply
as convent10nal methods and will be
on the market by the end of 1977.

Not Man Apart, Mid-July, 1976.

by

Solar Loans
Californian voters will have a
chance in November to approve a
low-cost loan program for homeowners who want to instal insulation
or build solar heating systems.
Referendum propositions 3 and 12
would allow the Energy Resources
Conservation and Development
Commission to establish standards
for sofar heating and cooling devices
and provide the lower than market
rates loans to home-owners. The interest earned will finance the Commission's activities.

It is expected that there will be little opposition to both propositions.
Not Man Apart, October, 1976.

By far the highest "energy ratio"
(food energy . output to fuel plus
~uman and a_mmal energy input during product10n) recorded by the
CSIRO is achieved by the peasant
farmers in China.
Rice farming in the US rates
lowest in energy efficiency in their
survey.
Australia ranks high among the
western countries in agricultural
e~ergy-efficiency terms because
m.trogen based fertilizers are not
widely used here, but our efficiency is
still far below that of the peasants of
Asia.

CSIRO promotes
alcoholic driving
Ethanol (commonly known as
alcohol) could be obtained from the
cellulose in trees and used to provide
about 38% of Australia's fuel needs
for transport in the year 2000 according to the CSIRO Solar E;ergy
Studies Unit.
The suggestion is made in a recent
submission by CSIRO to the Enquiry into Solar Energy being conducted by the Senate Standing Committee on National Resources.
The remaining 62% of transportabl~ fuel needs would be met by oil
obtamed from coal, so that Australia
would become completely independent of imported crude oil by the
year 2000.
The CSIRO Submission says that
the cellulose can be produced from
wo?dchips and converted by fermentat10n and distillation into alcohol.
CSIRO estimate the scheme
would require 13 million hectares of
forest plantations, about 2% of
Australia's total land area to
generate enough wood chips. '
The scenario allows for a total
e_nd-use energy consumption of 2.8
times the 1972 level, involving a
doubling of the energy consumed by
transport.

"Velovolution"

~·,"'

Les Amis de la Terre organised
bicycle demonstrations across
France on June 5th. In Paris 5000
cyclis~s bl~cked the qentre of the city,
shoutmg Only one solution - the
Velvolution!" ("Velo" is a French
word for bike).
Les .An:iis have .also been actively
campa1gnmg agamst the Phoenix
Breeder Reactor.

Not Man Apart, October, 1976.

BBPLJ TO FOi BBPOBT
Joe Camilleri
1,

The First Report issued by the Ranger Uranium Environmental Inquiry headed by Mr Justice R.W. Fox has
given anything but the green light to the mining and export of Australian uranium . Indeed, far from encouraging any 'go-ahead', as mining interests and some of the
less reputable media would have us believe, the Fox
Report has properly concentrated on "the hazards,
dangers and problems of and associated with the production of nuclear energy".
While its recommendations lack the clarity and vigour
one would have desired, there is no disputing the fact that
the Commission has accepted the main thrust of the
evidence submitted to it by the opponents of nuclear
power. It thus concludes:

not constitute a recommendation in favour of the mining
and export of uranium.
The Commission has merely argued that these two
risks do not, in its view, provide a compelling reason for
banning the mining and export of uranium . Many would
question the validity of this conclusion, but all that it entails is simply the notion that, if the Commission~rs ~ere
satisfied on all other counts, they would not feel Justified
on these two grounds alone in recommending against
uranium mining and exports. As it happens, the three
Commissioners make it clear that they are far from
satisfied that the many other risks, dangers and costs associated with nuclear power can be easily or effectively
overcome. In any case, the Report insists on "close
regulation and constant surveillance" (p.177) and admits
that such controls are likely to be adequate only in relation to "the hazards involved in the ordinary operations
of nuclear power reactors" (p.185). Presumably an
altogether different and unaccel?table set of ha~ards
could arise in the event of techmcal or human failure,
war, an act of deliberate sabotage (p.95), earthquakes
and other geological disturbances (p.97).
The Report readily admits that the disposal of lowlevel and intermediate-level wastes could pose a serious
problem in the future "if supervision were relaxed, or if
the operation became too widespread, or the bulk too
great" (p.177). As for high-level wastes, the Commission
concludes:

Having come to such a far-reaching conclusion about
one of the most crucial questions of our time, it is
perh a p~ disappointing that this otherwise
valuable Report should nevertheless contain a number of
ambiguities and inconsistencies. This · limitation,
however, is acknowledged in the Report itself and attributed, at least by implication, to the "somewhat different views" held by each Commissioner (p.175). No
doubt, it is this appreciation of the importance of value
judgments which led the Commission as a whole to the
conclusion that

"There is at present no generally accepted means by
which high-level waste can be permanently isolated
from the environment and remain safe for very long
periods." (p.110)

From this premise it follows naturally that
" . . . the final decisions should rest with the ordinary
man and not be regarded as the preserve of any group
of scientists or experts, howevet distinguished." (p.6)

Risks in Fuel-Cycle Operations
Precisely because the Fox Report gives so little encouragement to mining and export of uranium, the pronuclear lobby has been forced to rest its case almost entirely on points I and 2 of the summary of findings and
recommendations (pp.185-6). However, on close scrutiny
it is clear that these two conclusions, relating to the
hazards of mining and milling uranium on the one hand
and the operations of nuclear reactors on the other, do
Page 6 -
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"The nuclear power industry is unintentionally contributing to an increased risk of nuclear war." (p .185)

The Fox Report leaves no doubt that, in its view, the
existing NPT safeguards system is both weak and
deficient. Further, given the inescapable realities of
national sovereignty and profit-oriented policies, it is difficult to see how any improvements to existing safeguards
arrangements can, in practice, mitigate, let alone
eliminate, the fundamental weaknesses of this system . In
this regard it is worth quoting the comprehensive summary of these weaknesses provided by the Report itself:

Radioactive Wastes

"Policy respecting Australian uranium exports, for
the time bein$ at least, should be based on a full
recognition oj the hazards, dangers and problems of
and associated with the production of nuclear energy,
and should therefore seek to limit or restrict expansion
of that production."(p.185)

"Ultimately, when the matters of fact are resolved,
many of the questions which arise are social and
ethical ones." (p.6)

by the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) are readily
recognized. The Commission argues, in fact, that both
the NPT and the International Ai<'>m'ic Energy Agency
(IAEA) have contradictory objectives in so far as they
seek to promote the peaGeful uses of atomic energy while
at the same time attempting to restrict its war-making
potential. India's detonation of a nuclear explosive in
May 1974 is cited as an illustration of the many difficulties surrounding any attempt to implement a fully effective safeguards system. The Commission concludes
that "a commercial nuclear program, particularly •if it
canl be designed to include enrichment or reprocessing
facilities, or both (on however small a scale), does offer a
satisfactory 'half-way house' to a military objective."
(p.127.) Hence the blunt statement:

Nuclear Theft and Sabotage
The Commission regards the possibility of theft and illicit use of nuclear materials and the sabotage of nuclear
facilities as one of the most serious dangers surrounding
the nuclear industry. It does not believe that nuclear installations can currently withstand determined assaults
by terrorist organization~, or that it will be possible in ~he
future "to provide sufficient defences to render every mstallation safe against attack by even s~all num~ers of
well-armed, trained men" (p.152). In the hght of evidence
submitted to it, the Commission accepts the view that
". . . a terrorist group could use reactor grade
plutonium to make a bomb with good prospects ofgiving a yield of several hundred tonnes of TNT . .. An
explosive yield of a few hundred tonnes of TNT might
be sufficient to destroy a very large skyscraper with
severe loss of life. The ionising radiation released and
the subsequenf fall-out would also kill and injure
many people."(p.154).

Proliferation
In the view of the Commission the most serious danger
is undoubtedly that of proliferation of nuclear weapons.
In this regard, the inadequacy of the safeguards provided

'

" . . . the failure of many states to become parties to
the N PT; the inability of safeguards to prevent the
transfer of nuclear techn<;>logy from nuclear power
production to the acquisition of nuclear weapons competence: the fact that many nuclear facilities are
covered by no safeguards; the existence ofa number of
loopholes in safeguards -agreements regarding their
application . to peaceful nuclear explosions, to
materials -intended for non-explosive military uses,
and to the retransfer of materials to a third state; the
absence, in practice, of safeguards for source
materials; the practical problems ofmaintaining effective checks on nuclear inventories; the ease with which
states can withdraw from the NPT and from most
non-NPT safeguards agreements; deficiencies in accounting and warning procedures; and the 'absence of
reliable sanctions to deter diversion of safeguarded
material." {p.147)

Little wonder that the Commission is forced to the
conclusion that "these defectS', taken together, are so
serious that existing safeguards may provide only an illusion of protection" (p.147).
.
It is therefore somewhat surprising to find the Corp.mission recommending that, in the event of Australia
deciding to sell its uranium, such exports "should be subject to the fullest and most effective safeguards agreements, and be supported by fully adequate back-up
agreements to the entire civil nuclear industry in the
country supplied" (p.185). In so doing, the Re.p ort is
merely advocating the very course of action on which it
has itself cast the most serious doubts on the grounds of
technical, political and ·economic impracticality.

Wider Social Consequences of Nuclear
Power
Although one of the most disappointing aspects of the
Report is its treatment of the social consequences of a
plutonium economy, it is worth noting that the Commission was sufficiently concerned with the issue to regard it
as an important reason for reducing the growth in energy

consumption (p.35). Significantly, the Commission
received no evidence contrary to that submitted by the
critics of nuclear power who argued . that increasing
dependence on electricity distributed through .a
centralized gri_d "would require administration by a
remote and bureaucratic .technical elite, lead to a great
concentration of political and economic power, and be
vulnerable to large and expensive technical mistakes and
failures" (p.35.

Economic Considerations
If the pro-nuclear lobby was hoping.that the weakness
of its case on the wide range of safety questions would be
partly offset by acceptance of the claims regarding the
economic advanta:ges of uranium mining and exports,
then it must be terribly disconcerted by the findings of the
Ranger Inquiry.
. In the first place, the Commission has firmly rejected
the argument that the industrialized Western world is
currently facjng or ·is likely to face in the foreseeable
future a severe energy shortage. On the contrary, the
Report explicidy states:
" ... · while the economies of countries heavily dependent on imported oil have been adversely affected by
in~reases in world oil prices, it is incorrect to say that
there is a presently existing world energy crisis which
will create disastrous economic effects ... and it is
clear that it is incorrect to suggest that there are
energy impoverished nations which need Australian
uranium Jor survival." .(p .164 ).

In this regard, the Report makes the pertinent point
that "total world coal resources are so large that they will
not .be approaching depletion for many decades, even if
the rate of energy use continues to increase exponentially
as it has this century" (p.164).
The only major immediate world problem in the
energy field identified by the Commission is the
availability of liquid fuels. If this is an accurate assessment of current energy needs, then it is difficult to disagree with the Commission's view that Australia's
uranium can do little to improve the situation (p.164).
The Report indicates that, without recycling of fuels,
reserves of uranium would amount to only about 5% of
presently-estimated fossil fuels (p.39). It is precisely for
this reason that the three Commissioners have argued
that the most valuable contribution that Australia could
make would be to concentrate on such alternatives as the
production of liquid fuels from coal and the provision of
coal at economic prices as a replacement for oil. In the
longer term, the Commission advocates the development
of technology to utilise solar energy with a view both to
low and intermediate grade heat applications as well as
electricity generation .
·
In addition to its stress on the need for the rapid
development qt alternative energy resources other than
nuclear power, the Commission repeatedly emphasizes
the value and the feasibility of energy conservation. It
notes that "the major energy consuming nations have
embarked on energy conservation programs of varying
intensity, and that they are being given high priority"
(p.34). Extrapolating from present trends, the Report
predicts that energy conservation "will have a significant
effect on total energy consumption by the end of the century" (p.35). Believing that "societies may come to value
more highly in future things not included in conventional
measurements of economic activity" (p.33) and that zero
e~onomic growth may become a socially feasible and
desirable goal, the Commission advocates the introducContinu(!_d on page 11.
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CHA!n REA(T!On
JACK

MUN DEY
Jack Mundey became one of the be1t known, and moat controversial, unionists in Australia as one of the
leaders of the NSW Builder,• Labourer, Federation during their 'Green Bane' on environmentally destructive
con1truction project, in Sydney betwffn 1971 and 1974.
The Green Bane movement wa1 an at first eight unlikely coalition between mainly middle-clan residents and
builders' labourers, but they took on the giant property developers, and won. Their success struck a resonance
among environmentally concerned people of all classes in cities around the country and in many other parts of
the world.
Jack, a Communist.and enthusiastic advocate of workers' control and real part.icipatory democracy, has since
been in great demand as a speaker and writer on the role of the workers' movement in environmental issues,
both here and in Europe and North America. We spoke to him for the Chain Reaction Interview soon ~fter he
returned home after representing Australia at the UN Habitat Conference on Human Settlements held m Vancouver earlier this year.

FOE. Jack, you've often said that
you don't see a solution to the worsening environmental crisis under
capitalism, but how much do you
thmk that the type of technology that
industrial countries throughout the
world are using - both so-called
socialist and capitalist countries - is
also to blame? There's been a growing
interest throughout the world recently
in alternative technology. Could you
give us your opinions on this development, and in particular on those people who have moved out of the cities
and gone back to the land and are trying to lead low-energy lowconsumption lifestyles?
Jack Mundey. On the question of
thinking people in our society moving
out of big industrial cities and going
back to the land, I think this is very
Page 8 -

good by way of example, but whether
we like it or not we've had an industrial revolution, we've now got
very highly industrialised societies,
we've got a world in which in 1950
only 20% of the people lived in cities,
and now it's 40%, and by the turn .of
the century it'll be 50%.

. . . we've got to make our
cities habitable: I don't think
it's possible for everybody to
return to the land and abandon
cities - that's an extreme
position. We can't all go back
to Nimbin .
The International Labour Office
figure for unemployment is now 300
million in the world, and by the turn
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of the century they say it'll be 1000
million unemployed out of a total
population of 7000 million.
So that certainly raises this whole
question of not only technology,
though that's to the forefront, but
also the work ethic, the question of
work itself, and I believe this to be
the most neglected area of workers
organisations' thinking - the question of the social responsibility of
labour, which labour we should be
performing, in the interests of present society, and also in the interests
of future society.
I believe that up to now . workers
organisations and political parties of the left as well, socialists, communists and social democrats of their
various hues throughout the world have all been very neglectful of what ·
to do with labour.
·

.Th.ere's been plenty of talk about
wmmng contro of the means of
production, but very little about
what sort of production we should .
have, and what are the ends of that
production.
And to me it would seem that we
have to turn that the other way
round. And that if a great debate
takes place on these things among
the workers, I think there you will
start to get discussion about alternative technology and what should
happen.
As it is now, most socialists would
consider, as has happened in Russia,
that you just change from capitalism
to sociali.sm and the means of
production will go out of the hands
of private ownership to allegedly
public ownership de3pite all its
weaknesses in the Soviet Union and
the heavy bureaucracy.
But there again, the Russians have
continued to make many of the same
products, and they've poisoned their
rivers and lakes, and make rotten
cars, for example, in much the same
way as capitalist industrial societies.
And I don't think that's .the answer.
Now about going back to the land,
I come down in between. I think
we've got to make our cities
habitable. I don't think it's possible
for everybody to return to the land
and abandon cities - that's an extreme position . We can't all go back
to Nimbin.
Whether we like it or not we've got
Melbourne with 3 million people
sprawling for miles, we've got the
same in Sydney.
So I think the real challenge to
urban environmentalists is to make
cities places in which there's a new
spirit, in which there's a new attitude
to work, a new attitude to which
technology we should be using.
At the same time I believe those
who have gone back to the land can
by example teach those of us who remain in the city a lot.
FOE. Some workers who do seem
to be discussing the social consequences of their labour are the staff of
the Lu.cas Aerospace company in the
U.K. When threatened with mass
redundancy as a result of defence cuts
by the British government, they didn't
demand that their jobs should be
safeguarded so that they could go on
making components for military aircraft. Rather they got together and
drew up an alternative corporate plan
under which they would transfer their
skills to designing and making more
socially useful products - including
wind-electric generators and special
vehicles for the physically handicap-

ped. You've talked with the workers
involved in this initiative, Jack.
What's the latest news?
JM.
Well the first reaction of
management to the alternative corporate plan was complete rejection
and hostility that the workers should
have the audacity to suggest that
they should make products of their
own choosing.
And have in mind that it was the
more skilled workers who first
brought forward the idea. They were
the draftsmen and those in the design
department that are doing highly
skilled work . And they then went to
the workers on the job, and got the,
shall we say, semi-skilled workers to
endorse the plan.

Workers are naturally concerned about jobs and the
work ethic is still strong. So I
think the first demand must be
the retooling of factories even if it is on large complexes
- to make products that are
socially usejul. ·
And then they had discussions,
and the semi-skilled workers put
forward other ideas of what they
should be making.
Now the reaction of management
was understandable under the
capitalist system. They said no, we're
running the society.
The workers have now put forward
a wage claim which includes a demand to make the products they've
suggested .
So I would imagine, though it's a
matter for them of course, but I've
had many, many discussions with
them, that the next stage will surely
come when the workers will refuse to
do certain work and will demand to
do alternative work .
And if they, for example, could
even start doing that work it would
be great. The company would then
have to come in and have them arrested for doing this alternative
work, or something like that.
.,,, "'
You can't have real change unless
you have the workers discussing it,
and then you've got to have examples. That's where this Lucas initiative is so important. .
And that's also where the Green
Bans were so tremendous in a worldwide sense - because it showed you
that concerned workers, and concerned citizens in an area, could
block the political power of big
business and of governments.

Thus in Sydney you've got Centennial Park, the Botanical Gardens, the
Rocks still standing, and that was
thousands of millions of dollars.
I don't ,think you'd have the ba:n
on uranium that we got at the last
A.CTU Conference, even though it
might be a bit dodgy now,.but I mean
the very fact that we got it through is
terrific.
And on Fraser Island - I doubt if
those things would have occurred if
the Green Bans controversy had not
preceded them.
FOE. To what extent do you think
it's essential for productive units to be
small for there to be real democracy
in the work situation, for real worker
control?
JM. I haven't thought sufficiently ·
about that. It seems logical but
again, starting from the position
we've got now, like giant complexes,
I think there's got to be conviction of
the workers first that that should be
broken down .
Workers are naturally concerned
about jobs and the work ethic is still
strong. So I think that their first demand must be the retooling of factories - even if it is on large complexes - to make products that are
socially useful.
That is a starting point and I
believe the ensuing discussion and
practice will show that there is a need
to come back to smaller units as your
question propos~s.
Seeing that ·we've got workers in
the industrialised countries with the
expectations of consumerism, the second car, the chandelier, the thicker
carpet, the goody-goodies and all the
inbuilt obsolescence that exists in our
society, part of the problem is an
ideological thing of breaking with
that, and from what is called the
standard of livin~, and thinking instead of the quality of living.
But you'll appreciate that workers
are brainwashed from childhood into
believing that this is the norm, and
what I'm saying is that if you're going to take those workers from that
position to a position we're talking
about, it's a huge task.
And I think it can only be done by
a hell of a lot of discussion and convincing the workers that the planet
cannot go on this way, that we can't
go on destroying resources at the rate
we are.
FOE. What would your advice be to
Australian unions on the question of
the mining and export of Australian
uranium?
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JM. The whole question of mining
uranium is probably the most
political issue confronting
humankind'. The people who see the
solution as going nuclear so-called
are probably the most dangerous
that exist, because there a're now
numerous examples that we cannot
afford the dangers, particularly the
waste products.
And besides, when you consider
the terrible waste of energy that we
now have anyway, the whole question shouldn't even be on the agenda.
So I believe the most important
thing that can be raised to win more
workers to the anti-nuclear position
would be to point out their responsibility to future generations and the
terrible dangers of waste products.

I believe there's no contradiction between the enlightened
middle class and the
enlightened working class, and
as the ecological ·crisis gets
worse, it's throwing those people together.
FOE. What other action would you
like to see from Australian unions on
emironmental issues?

JM. I think we've got to try and
connect up the workplace with where
the worker lives. For too long there's
been this slicing off.
The worker hits the factory of a
morning, performs certain work for
a number of hours, then he goes out
and ignores thr fact that the environment in cities is being destroyed, that
the transportation systems are terrible.
So there must be this intervention
in issues beyond what we call pure
economic. We've got to get workers
using their industrial strength to·
force cities to be non-polluted, to
force companies to put in more pollution control, and to force the bring•
ing back of trams, for example.
FOE. Would you say from your
traYels that Australian unions are
Yery much in the lead compared with
those oYerseas so far as acting on enYironmental issues is concerned?
JM. No question. Those of us in
the environment inoveinent might
think that the Australian unions
could be a hell of a lot better, but
there's no doubt that the general
level of understanding and activity of
Australian unions on environmental
issues is better than anywhere else in
the world.
Page 1O -

FOE. How do you Yiew the class
relationships between those inYolYed
in the emironment moYement?

JM.
I consider the greatest
weakness of the international environment movement is its failure to
influence the working class.
And I notice going round in
England that there's this suspicion
between the middle-class element in
the environment movement and the
industrial working class, and that's
got to be broken down.
I believe there's no contradiction
between the enlightened middle class
and the enlightened working class,
and as the ecological crisis gets worse
it's throwing those people together.
But then again you get some of the
middle class who do adopt an elitist
and somewhat snobbish approach to
the industrial working class and on
the other extreme you've got some of
the working class who treat the middle class with suspicion - there's
this anti-intellectualism.
Over the years, I suppose since the
Green-Ban movement started, I've
been subject to criticism from the
more dogmatic of the left wing - the
Sparta society, strange grouplets
that have no real · influence on
political life. But to say that ecology
1s a middle-class issue, a trendy issue,
not a working-class issue, well!
When you consider builders
labourers went to jail to save houses
that would have been in the path of
freeways - to me that's pretty
political! I can't think of anything
more political.
So what I'm saying is that all of us
have to find a way to bring more and
more of the working class into the
environment movement.
FOE. At the end of the 1960s there
was a lot of Doomsday thinking as
many people throughout the world
began to realise that our nonrenewable resources were being used
up at an alarming rate. How ·optimistic are you about the future? Do
you think perhaps that the resource
shortage could be the instrument for
forcing radical change in our industrial ·societies?

JM.
I think that is a very interesting question and my general
position is that it is very late in the
day. I wouldn't consider · myself a
Doomsday prophet, but I believe
those environmentalists who are concerned about the ecological crisis and
I think it's a serious crisis, a global
crisis.
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I think we've really got to act and
that the degree to which we really act
during the rest of this century will
determine what sort of future we've
got.
And I think that the nonrenewable resources crisis - also I
believe there's a food crisis and a
water crisis - these are not just going to affect the poor two-thirds of
the world, but they are going to affect the richer third as well.
I mean all these thin~s are the only
hope we have of rapidly changing
people's thinking and consciousness
if in fact there's going to be a future.
I'm open about it. I think those of
us who are environmentally aware
have a tremendous job to do, and I
know myself, being in the workers'
movement, how few when you take
the totality of the millions of industrial workers, how few even think
about it at this stage.
But then again, if you go back six
or eight years, well there was virtually no discussion about it within the
workers' movement, whereas now at
least it's on the agenda.
You might think I'm talking a bit
much about the workers' movement,
but I think it's the key, because if
you've got these ~reat terrible multinational industrial complexes, it's
not going to change - I can't see
capitalism having that much soul to
_change in time.

I stand for socialism where
real decision-making rests with
the ordinary people, and
socialism, as Dubchek said,
"with a human face", but I
think it's got to have one other
ingredient too - it's got to
have an ecological heart.
Though as I said before, I'm not
dogmatic about capitalism. It has
shown that it has the ability to be
quite resilient and to change. But it's
always got as the reason for that
change the maximising of profits.
It's a predatory system, it's a
rapacious system, and I can't see
capitalism changing from that.
That's why I argue that there's
got to be a form of socialism, but not
a socialism that takes over and runs
these huge complexes in much the
sarrie way as multinationals run
them. Thus the need for new
technology, thus there's the need for
workers to demand selfmanagement.
And so I stand for socialism where
real decision-making resides with the

ordinary people, and socialism, as
Dubchek said, "with a human face",
but I think it's got to have one other
ingredient too - it's got to have an
ecological heart.
And this notion that too many
socialists have had about conquering
nature, that's a terribly arrogant notion and it's got to be scotched

forever.
We've got to find a way in which
humankind can harmonise with
nature - that's the great test of our
time.
And since we've built up these
great giant factories and complexes,
well then, unless you get the workers
there to change their thinking, how

can you ever effect change? Because
it's playing right into the hands of the
owners who will go on making the
products they shouldn't be making
anyway, unless we get a large section·
~f the workers to rethink their position. e

RANGER REPORT Continued
tion of additional policy measures "to achieve desired
reductions in the growth of energy consumption" (p.35),
and makes one of its principal recommendations a
national programme of energy conservation (p.186).
Another argument suitably squashed by the Report is
the preposterous suggestion that nuclear energy is likely
to solve the economic problems of underdeveloped
countries. According to IAEA projections, which have
had to be revised downwards, by the year 2000 the Third
World would still account for only I 0% of world nuclear
capacity (p.53). The obvious poi'nt to note about these
countries is that large Jower-generating units are not
suited to their needs, an that the much smaller units required are generally uneconomic if based on nuclear
power. Where nuclear energy grids exist they are more
li.k~ly to supply electricity for the affl1;1ent minority in the
cities than the rural masses. Accordingly, the Commission's main recommendation in relation to underdeveloped countries is not for Australia to make
available its uranium resources, but rather to participate
"in international efforts to develop those forms of solar
energy technology most suited to the needs of developing
countries" (p.56).
Regarding the future of the nuclear industry in the advanced industrial countries, the Report once again presents a. much less optimistic picture than the pro-nuclear
propaganda would suggest. Having noted the marked
reduction in the number of new orders for nuclear power
stations which occurred during 1974 and 1975, the Commission goes on to indicate the high probability of a
redu.ced rate of commissioning of new stations during the
next decade (p.45). The Commission also questions the
cost efficiency of large nuclear stations and concludes
that "smaller-scale coal-fired generating plants may
prove -to be more economic than large coal-fired or
nuclear generating units" (p.49).
As for the direct benefits that are likely to accrue to
Australia from the sale of uranium, the Report estimates
that additions to national income generated by uranium
exports would rise_ from less than 0.1 % of projected
national income in 1980-81 to about 0.5% in 1990-91, and
would fall to about 0.4% by the end of the century (p.79).
In relation to foreign-exchange earnings, it is estimated
that uranium exports would grow to 5% of total earnings
in 1991-92 but would subsequently decline to about 3.4%
at the end of the century. In this context it is worth Ho ting
that the Commission rejects as too high the estimates of
potential Australian uranium sales presented to it by the
Australian Uranium Producers Forum, the Australian
Atomic Energy Commission and Pancontinental Mining
Ltd. (p.66)
Even more sobering are the Inquiry's findings in relation to the possible contribution to employment. It is
calculated that, at an initial production rate of 3000 tonnes of uranium oxide per year, the Ranger operations
would employ about 600 people during the construction
period of , two years. Thereafter the operation would

employ 250 people. Even if production were doubled, the
impact on labour requirements would be minimal,
resulting in additional employment for 400 people in the
first two years and 150 people thereafter (p.77). To the
extent that the operation would draw largely on skilled or
semi-skilled workers from the south, the mining of
uranium cannot be expected to have anything but the
most negligible effect on the national or even local level
of unemployment.

Public Debate
The last recommendation of the Report gets to the
heart of the whole issue:

". . . that no decision be taken in relation to the
foregoing matters until a reasonable time has elapsed
and there has been an opportunity for the usual
democratic processes to function, including, in this
respect, parliamentary debate." (p.186)
For this purpose, the ordinary person must be made
aware of the relevant facts. But there is much more to it
than that. To be in command of the facts is one thing, to
arrive at a considered and responsible judgement in relation to the facts is quite another. It is highly significant
that after one year of solid deliberation, the Commission,
composed of 'three distinguished men and assisted by
several experts and advisers, was not able to determine
"whether 1t is preferable to delay coming to a decision
about mfoing for a period of several years or alternatively
to proceed with.,carefully planned development of the industry" (p.181,.
· But they do say that, when taken in conjunction, many
factors in the uranium debate•make delay an option whicb
might reasonably be followed." (p.180)
Given the gravity, the complexity and the unforeseeable consequences of the nuclear project, it is only
prudence and common sense to insist that any decision
should be preceded by the.widest public and parliamentary debate. The responsibility is too large to be entrusted
to interest parties in the nuclear industry, to the experts
or to the government. What is at stake is not only the
future of this generation but that of countless generations
yet unborn.•
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the forefront of Marie's memory, and lives on in · the
numerous ingenious inventions around the house.
Although he did a course in engineering in his youth,
Captain Eddy was essentially an 'amateur' inventor, not
a professional engineer or scientist, and it's something of
that tradition which I think must be rediscovered if increasing use of solar energy is to fulfil its many
promises. There is no doubt that creative technological
and scientific skills are distributed much more widely
among the population than our educational classification
scheme and division of labor would have us believe, and
there seems every indication that alternative technology
must largely be done by the people, if it is to be truly for
the people.
Certainly the deeper experiences to be won by
'c~eating' a new piece of technology and through it attaming a more harmonious, sympathetic relationship to
the environment are lost if say a solar water heater - one
of a million all the same - is simply bought over the
counter and installed 'professionally'.
Whatever you think of Captain Eddy's solar system you've got to admit it's original!

TECHNOLOGY
FOR THE PEOPLE
BY THE PEOPLE

Captain Eddy's
Legacy
Out of the many domestic household solar hotwater
systems I've been to look at in Melbourne over the past
month - rather, out of the few I've been able to find I think Marie Nurse's up in the suburb of Heathmont is
going to stick in my mind longest.
Marie, who remembers as a girl in the industrial north
of England "being woken up by the clang of clogs against
cobbled streets as the women walked to the mills and the
men to the mines," is a kind old lady of 8 l. She's never
heard of alternative, soft, low-impact, radical or
whatever-you-want-to-call-it technology. Yet she
enthusiastically sings the praises of solar hot-water
systems, knows all about pesticides and pollution, and
composts all her kitchen wastes for a little vegetable garden which a friend now helps her keep going.
I went to see her because I'd been told about the ingenious rotatable solar collector made by her husband
Eddy well over ten years ago. And indeed it turned out to
be quite an invention, and a very pleasant visit.
The collector is really one rectangular metal panel,
about 4 metres by 1 metre in area, set in a wooden box ·
and covered with glass - double glazing over the top
2/3rds. A metal pipe running through the centre of the
box is fixed at one end to the eaves of the house, then supported by a piece of 4"x4" timber near the eaves, and
again by a short stub of 4"x4" at the other end near the
ground. The pipe serves as a pivot about which the whole
collector can be rotated.
A flexible plastic pipe bringing cold water in at the top
runs inside the box of the collector to the base, so it's kept
well-insulated. The water is then heated and rises up the
collector, and on via another flexible pipe to a hot-water
storage tank in the roof.
Marie still moves the weighty collector around during
each day to follow the sun and she proudly showed me
Page 12 -
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And What Do
The Solar
Companies Say?
. San.dy Poulsford of FOE (S.A .)
interviews John Hibell, Marketing
Manager of Beasley Industries Pty
ltd, Adelaide, the largest Australian
manufacturer of solar hot-water
systems.
FOE, What do you see as the main
barriers to increased use of solar
energy?

liow easy it was to do, securing the collector in. any one
position by means of a dog chain hooked over a nail.
"First I point it over towards the east to get the mornin.r , ··n," she said. "Then I have it flat for the midday
per:v-, and over towards the west for the setting sun. My
husband always said you have to chase the winter sun. In
summer you can just leave it flat, and there's plenty
enough heat. Sometimes it gets too hot, you know, and
you have to turn it away form the sun. We've even had
the water boiling on a very hot day."
The system also has an electric booster, which is
needed on cold overcast days in winter, but only occasionally in summer.
Marie's husband Eddy was a captain in the Australian
navy. He died four years ago, but he is still very much in

John Andrews

J .H. :I think there will always be a
problem with the price of raw
materials involved in any hot water
system . The first object will always
be to keep costs down.
If we could have reduced our pricing on solar to only 50% more than
an electric system, the market would
have developed to a great extent long
before this, so I think we have to say
that cost is the major factor .
FOE: In South Australia the gm•ernment is looking at the possibility of
legislation to require new houses to
install solar water heaters. Is this a
realistic move at this stage?
J .H.: I think it is very realistic.
Already the local Housing Trust has
indicated very strong interest in solar
hot-water systems, and only three or
four weeks ago quite a number of our
units went up to Whyalla to be instal- •
led for a testing period.

l w-ould say without doubt that if '
the government is satisfied with the
performance of these units over the
next 12 months, then for a start every
government home in this state would
have a solar hot-water system installed.
Eventually, this may pass into the
consumer area. But we're still up
against this cost factor. That's the
main thing to the consumer.
-FOE: How do the economics of s.olar
compare with conventional systems?
J .H: If you look at total supply and
installation of an average size family
unit, you are probably looking at
around double the price of replacing
an existing electric hot-water system
and installation . From what we know
of current power costs in this state,
the extra outlay for solar would
probably be recouped in round about
five years assuming that the power
authorities raise their charges on tli'e"'
same ·scale as they've done over the
last 2 or 3 years. If they go over that,
obviously the recovery period is a lot
shorter.
FOE: Who constitutes the main
market at present for solar hot water
systems?
J .H: The market for solar in
Australia is still, I believe, in the
domestic side, probably 99% .

IFOE: Do you see the main impetus
for change from fossil fuels to
renewable energy coming from
government, or from companies like
yourself, or only by gradual public accep,tllnce.
J.H: T~e co!1sumer, or public acceptance, 1s gomg to force the government into this anyway. Let's face it,
every government in the world is very
aware of this. We've had so much
talk about the energy crisis over the
last couple of years l?articularly. And
I've got no doubts m my mind that
governments world-wide are now
treating solar energy, very, very
seriously.
FOE: Coming back to Beasleys-is
this just another job to staff and factory wor-kers, or do you feel part of
some sort of historical process?
J.H: Very historical. A lot of our
factory workers and our staff are
long-standing employees of Beasleys.
They go back to the days of the
founder of the company. Some of the
employees in my division have been
here 18-22 years. It's very much a
family concern. We suffer probably
the least amount of industrial strife
of many industries.
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Diagram of a typical thermosyphon
solar water-heating system.
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The area of solar water heating is particularly suited to
participatory creative technology on the part of people
with no specialist training in engineering -or the sciences,
or in metal working, plumbing etc. In the bargain people
can initiate directly a change in patterns of energy consumption, and become a bit more independent of
centralised energy-production agencies. Solar water
heaters are small-scale devices, reasonably inexpensive
(and can be incredibly so if you're good at recycling
throw-away materials), and they are not too complex for
ordinary people to understand. However, so many variations in design are possible that they are great for brin~ing out the inventive talents which are so suppressed m
most people's working lives today.
Compared with the total primary energy consumption1
m Australla at present, the percentage that would actually be provided by the su_n if all houses were fitted with
solar water heaters is· quite small - only 1.5% of the
total2. Currently, however, a meagre 0.01% is obtained
from solar collectors, most of these being in Western
Australia and the Northern Territory. The total
energy consumption here though refers to industrial,
commercial and household use, and when you limit consideration to just the household sector, the energy saved
by fitting solar water beaten begins to look more, significant.
In the average.house in Australia, about 50% of energy
consumed is for space heating, 25% for water heating,
and 25% for cooking, lighting 'etc 3 • Water heating is thus the second major energy consum~r in the
home and by fitting a solar water-heating system between
60 and 90% of this demand can be met by solar energy,
the precise value depending on where you live.
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In the last Chain Reaction the idea of whole energy
analysis was described\ so: How long does it take for a
collector to absorb a quantity of energy equal to that
needed to produce the copper, glass, insulation etc.,
which have been used to make the collector? Well,
CSIRO says it's only about six months on the average in
Australia, and with an estimated lifetime of a collector of
20 years, that's a very favourable energy balance.

There are two main types of solar hot water system.
Type I relies on natural circulation, called
thermosyphon action.
The sun's rays heat the blackened collector plate which
in turn conducts heat to the water in the vertical tubes
soldered to the plate. The density of the water falls so it
rises up the tubes, to the horizontal 'header' pipe at the
top, and on up the insulated pipe to the hot-water storage
tank. Meanwhile cold water flows from the bottom of the
tank down to the lower header pipe of the collector, and
so the cycle begins.

thermosyphon
flow

During the day hot water gathers in the upper part of
the storage tank. Provided the top of the collector is
below the bottom of the tank and the connecting pipes
are well insulated, the circulation stops when there's no
sun.
This is the type of system CSIRO have done most
work on and which is used in the majority of commercial
solar water heaters available in Australia . Unfortunately
the 1964 CSIRO Circular No. 2, Solar Water Heaters,
which gives ful_l constructional details of such a system, is
now out of pnnt and I was told that there were no immediate plans to publish an updated version 7 • We
therefore intend to publish do-it-yourself plans for a
CS I RO-type thermosyphon system in a later CR.

Further, a recent estimate by CSIRO of the total
quantity of primary energy in the form of lowte~perature(-cl 500C)heat which could in practice be supphed by solar collectors by the year 2000 suggests that
there would be no materials-shortage problems - e.g.
with copper or glass - if all houses-were to be.fitted with
solar water heaters by the end of this century6 •

The following is an attempt to review information on
solar water heating which is relevant to the Australian
situation. The r.eview is far ~rom comprehensive, but
refe~ences are given where pomts merely mentioned in
passmg here can be followed up in detail. Mainly I hope
to communicate the principles behind the design of solar
water heaters and then to ~ve a few ideas and practical
hints for people to improvise on for themselves.
Chain Reaction 2 (3), 1976 -
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scattered in all directions by the earth's atmosphern.
Typically, the diffuse component accounts for between
20-40% of the annual total of radiation reaching the
earth's surface.
·

Diagram of a forced-circulation solar
water-heating system.

,'\\!"-,.
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Type 2 systems employ forced circulation - that is,
they use a pump, usually an electrically driven one, to circulate water from the storage tank through the collectors
and back to the tank again . This arrangement has to
be used if it proves impossible on a particular house to
have the tank above the collectors. For example, you
would use this arrangement if fitting a solar waterheating system in a house which already had a hot water
tank at ground level and you wished to have the collectors on the roof.
A complication is though that you require a thermostatic control system which stops the pump when the
temperature of the collector plate falls below that of the
water in the tank - otherwise the water would continue
to circulate on cold days or at night, radiating the heat
collected back into space to warm up the clouds! A
suitable control circuit is described in ref. 8. Ref. 8 also
tells you about pumps, which need only be small, 3 watts
or so, if the collectors aren't too far above the tank.
A neat alternative to a control system is to use a small
pump powered by a 6 V, 0.3 A silicon solar cell, which
automatically will operate only when the sun shines, and
it requires no external power source8 •
Another form of forced-circulation system uses the
sloping roof of a building as the solar collector. This
arrangement, first proposed by Harry Thomason in the
USA (see ref 9 for three solar houses he's built), has been
used by Biotechnic Research and Development (BRAD),
originally a group of 10 adults and three children, on
their communal house in Wales 10 •
Unlike many 'experimental' autonomous houses where
the interest is entirely on the hardware, the people in the
BRAD commune actually have to live with the results of
their work, and of course live with each other. As Phillip
Brachi, one of the group describes 10 : "Experiments to
gauge the roofs performance, for instance, are enlivened
(poor Brum would say hampered) by such things as
others in the commumty wanting to wash their hands,
cloudy Montgomeryshire days, and the demands of bees,
goats, and hay-making upon one's own time."
Back home, the 'Autonomous House' built in the
grounds of Sydney University by a group of seventeen
2nd and 3rd year architecture students is again an ecohouse which is lived in, full-time. The house was designed
to provide permanent living space for four people, and it
continues to evolve as the occupants directly experience
the social and technical implications of the 'alternative'
building they've created. (See Comtec for their comments and illustrations).
The clever solar hot-water system they use has a
blackened 44-gal. drum doubling up as the absorber and
storage tank. Reflectors either side .c oncentrate solar
radiation on to the drum, hence increasing the effective
collection area. Improvements planned at present include
an insulated cover to the system which can be opened
during the day and closed up at night, and the use of a
longer, narrower drum as absorber.
Page 16 -
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With the exception of the last system, all the collectors
so far described have been of the flat-plate variety - that
is, they don't focus the sun's rays. It is generally accepted
that these are the most suitable type for domestic hotwater systems. Focusing collectors - parabolic dish
reflectors or parabolic mirror cylinders (see below) allow higher temperatures in the absorber to be reached,
but this is of no ~dvantage for simple hot-water systems
where 57°C is 9uite adequate for all household purposes.
The parabohc dish reflectors also have to be fitted with
a tracking mechanism so that they follow the sun across
the sky, while the orientation of parabolic cylinders
should, be changed about once a month to allow for the
change in the sun's path over that period.
Another disadvantage of focusing collectors is that
they cannot make use of the diffuse component of
sunlight. This is what you see when the sun goes behind a
cloud, and it consists of solar radiation which has been

AIR.
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~t~
Perforated ridge pipe
2 mm GRP sheeting
0.Smm corrugated aluminium
3 in. "polystyrene insulation
Solar gutter
(sloping feed
v
to gutter)
7
_lo.....,l;Fi:;:::lt:.er= Rain-gutter
1;,-~;,~r......:~Top-up tank

A collector using old sump oil (the more carbon the better!) as the absorber. The designer claims the sump oil
works better than a flat-black surface on copper because
the steep temperature gradient across the black surface is
avoided, and convection of the heated oil improves heat
transfer to the riser pipes.

does not need tracking mechanism

water runs through here

Photo (above) and schematic diagram (below) of the BRAD
commune'a solar roof in Wales, U.K.

Above 60°C, however, the efficiency of flat-plate collectors falls off rapidly, so that if this 'higher grade' heat is
required - e.g. in a solar cqoker - it's necessary to
change over to a focusing type ..
The structure of a tvoical flat-plate collector is shown
on page 15. Copper is usually used in preference to steel or
aluminium as the absorber plate, even though it is m-pre
expensive, because of its resistance to corrosion, and its
ease of soldering and forming . A thermal paste can be
used to ensure good thermal contact between riser tubes
and absorber plate if aluminium or steel is used.
Other promising ideas for DIY collectors incluae using
old pressed-steel central-heating radiators, painted matt
black and set in a polystyrene box", and using old sump
oil in a tray with double glazing 12 • See also ref. 13; and
refs. 4-7, of Solar Space Heating article.
A good flat-plate collector transfers about 50% of the
energy reaching it to the water flowing in the riser tubes.
However, when heat losses from the connecting pipes and
storage tank are counted, the overall collection efficiency
drops to about 40-45%.
Over the past years a lot of work has been directed at
improving this efficiency. The problem is that copper surfaces painted matt black are good absorbers of solar
radiation, but they are also good emitters of heat - infrared radiation - as well. To reduce this infrared emission CSIRO' have developed 'selective black' surfaces
which are excellent absorbers of sunlight, but poor emitters in the infrared. However, the efficiency of the collector is only improved about 5-6% by this treatment and
three large tanks with heaters are required to prepare the
selective surface on copper plate, making the process
very expensive for the do-it-yoursel.fer. It doesn't sound
too difficult though, and practical details are given in ref.
14.
Long-term measurements of solar radiation have
shown that the best settin$ for a flat-plate collect-or at a
particular location is to pomt it north, with its plane at ap
angle to the horizontal of 0.9- x latitude of place.
Luckily, however, the energy absorbed isn't too sensitive to the angle of inclination of the collector, and for
example in Melbourne (latitude 38°S) anywhere between
25° and 45° to the horizontal gives about the same total
energy absorbed 15 •• This means that you can fit collectors
flat against a ~-pitch roof, or better, instead of the tiles,
without losing much in collection efficiency 16 •• Plus or
minus 5° or so from true north (n.b. not magnetic north)
isn't going to make much difference to year-round
energy-collection either.

., , ..

l)l~SIC,NINC,
A parabolic mirror cylinder.
Diagram of the solar water heater on the Sydney Uni
autonomous house.

Basic decisions to make if you're going to build a thermosyphon solar hot-water system are: the total area of
collector required; the capacity of the storage tank; and
type of boosting needed if any. Now the answers to these
questions depend on how many people are using the
system, where you live, and also upon your lifestyle (at
\east insofar as it relates to hot-water usage!).
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a booster. (See page 23 for photo of house.)
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One of the best solutions to the boosting problem avoiding the use of electricity altogether - is to use a
slow-combustion wood swve as the booster. Such a stove
is used most in winter, for cooking, heating etc., and this
is just the time when you need the extra heat for the hotwater system . .

The Solar/ax map opposite should help you to make_
these initial design choices. The values quoted were obtained from CSIRO publications and refer to an average
family of four in an average house. The tank sizes given
allow l lf.z-2 days supply of hot water to be stored, assuming a daily hot-water usage of 45 litres per person. Larger
tanks are recommended for higher latitudes since in these
regions overcast periods tend to be more prolonged.
It's best to treat these values as upper limits since they
correspond to pretty high comfort levels and allow very
flexible - wasteful? - use of hot water. By changing
your patterns of hot-water usage to harmonise with the
sun's rhythms - e.g. using hot water mainly in the early
morning - smaller systems can be used. The system size
really depends on the adaptability of the people concerned.
To amend the figures for collector area, tank size and
annual saving in electricity bill, for other sizes of
household, simply adjust them proportionately - e.g.
double them for a group of 8, half them for a couple.
The systems shown were designed on a 'best month'
basis. This means that the system would supply all the
energy your hot-water needs during the best month of the
year for solar radiation (Dec.-Jan.), but for the rest of the
year some form of bqosting would be needed to keep the
water temperature up to 57°C. Values for the annual
percentage of energy used for water heating which is supplied ,by the collectors are included on the map. Subtract
these from 100% to find the amount of boosting needed.
The use of a booster represents a compromise usually a compromise in the interests of economics rather
than fuel conservation - so it needs to be considered
carefully. The problem is that, in southern parts of
Australia especially, considerably larger cbllector areas
are required if you're going to get 100% solar contribution all the year. In Melbourne, for example, approximately three times the collector area is required for an
all-solar system 11 • Most of this collector area is then
superfluous except for the two or three coldest months of
the year.
Nearly all the commercial systems employ an electric
immersion-heater booster in the storage tank. It should
be noted that the heater and thermostat in a solar storage
tank are fitted higher up the tank than in an all-electric
system, and in different positions depending on whether
the supply to the electric heater is continuous or off-peak
night rate only (see refs 17,18). For a neat way of fitting
solar collectors to an existing all-electric hot-water tank,
requiring no extra holes in or fittings to the tank, see
ref. 8.

l~(~()N()tll (~S
The economics of domestic solar water-heating
systems are a complicated business, and (excuse the
puns) not a very profitable exercise.
A lot is made of the so-called 'pay-back period'. This is
usually found by working out the extr'a capital cost of a
solar system over and above an all-electric hot-water
system, and then finding out how many years it takes to
recoup this extra outlay by your savings in electricity at current electricity prices. If you assume an extra
capital cost of $100 per m2 of collector, the values for
electricity saved given on the Solar/ax map allow payback periods to be calculated for cities around the
country.
More sophisticated analyses of economic viability take
into account the fact that you could have invested this extra capital spent on a solar system, so that the interest
you would have received each year should be counted as
an annual cost ·of the solar system 17 • They also consider
maintenance charges, though these tend to be very low
(especially if you clean the collectors yourself!).
Alternatively some analyses suppose that you borrow
the extra capital required, and count your yearly repayments plus interest as an annual cost. Nicholls 21 has done
a detailed analysis of the latter type for N.S.W., and concludes that "solar energy is far cheaper than electrical
energy for low-temperature heating purposes, if it is
given capital at the same price as that enjoyed by the
electricity generating industry."
In summary then, economic viability depends critically
on the cost of the energy you're saving with your solar
system, and on the interest rates on your capital expenditure.
The cost of the fuel saved is really the key ·factor. For
example, if you double the cost of off-peak electricity,
you half the pay-back period. It's the fact that electricity
for water heating in Perth is three times more expensive
than in Melbourne (3.85 c compared with 1.26 c/kWh),
not so much that Perth is so much sunnier, that gives
solar water-heating systems in Perth a 3-4 year
pay-back period compared with over 10 in Melbourne.
Rising costs of conventional fuels over the coming
years are therefore likely to make any estimate of payback period fdr solar systems wildly inaccurate. Furthermore, if you make your collectors for yourself you'll save
a great deal of money and recoup your extra outlay much
more quickly than with a commercial system.
Economic analyses of solar energy are most notable
for what they leave out. Most of the real benefits in going
solar just cannot be expressed in economic terms. How
can you estimate the monetary value of leading a life
closer to natural rhythms which feels better? Of using a
clean endless source of energy? Of gaining greater individual autonomy?
Continued on page 22
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Commercially~ made
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Solar Water Heaters
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Below is a list of the principal commercial manufacturers and distributors of solar hot water systems in
Aust{alia - a list I include with mixed feelings. As
argued' earlier, many of the rewards of solar energy are
lost if you're not participating directly .in the whole
process of design, manufacture, installation, as well as
using a solar device. Only this way do you get a deeper
understanding of your relationship both with technology,
and with the sun itself.
But, bein~ realistic, I can't see most people at present
having the time, resources (money, tools?), or inclination,
to construct solar devices for themselves. On the other
hand it remains important that solar energy is used right
away: in Australia, mainly to reduce demand for
electricity and hence conserve fossil fuels and reduce
pollution at the power station end; overseas, to prove that
nuclear power 1s unnecessary as well as being so undesirable.
· In the short-term then, I think the solar - energy
industry has a role to play - hence the
list! - but longer-term, we should look for alternative modes of production, involving alternative relations of production. Detailed discussion of this possibility
will be published in future articles in Chain Reaction.
A few notes on the list of commercial firms:
The Beasley collectors are the only ones to have a
selective surface and are widely regarded as the most efficient of those manufactured in Australia. Each collector is 0.75 m2 in area and costs (at present) $77.25.
Typical prices of storage tanks suitable for solar
systems and fitted with electric boosters range from ap-

prox. $210 for a 180-litre tank to $270 for a 370-litre
tank.
Many commercial systems now have the collector and
storage tank combined in one unit for ease of.fitting to
the roof. Interesting new developments include the
Philips evacuated tube collector, an Israeli design which
has closely spaced black fins around the riser tubes (like
the panel at the back of a refrigerator) so that incoming
sunlifht is 'trapped' by multiple reflection and absorption' , and a fibre-glass reinforced plastic collector20 .
designed by Applied Research of Australia which has two
sheets of glass above a layer of black plastic, the water to
be heated flowing between the plastic and the inner glass
sheet.
But beware! In the words of Bob MacDonald,
Laboratory Manager at Melbourne University's Department of Mechanical Engineering which is engaged in
solar energy research and development, "A lot has happened in the area ~f commercial solar systems in the past
few months and a lot of rubbish has come on to the
market." No one I spoke to had a good_word to say
about the imported plastic collectors which have recently
appeared in Australia, though Applied Research claim
high efficiency for their new design.
There is one situation that I think should be changed.
CSIRO have done tests on the performance of most of
the commercial solar water-heating systems available but
are not able to release these details to the public. There
seems no reason why this information ·should not be
publicly available.

SO ME MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
NEW SOUTH WALES

Braemar Engineering Co (NSW) Pty Ltd
167 Bonds Road
PUNCHBOWL, 2196
Solarhot Water Systems
34 Flinders Road
EARLWOOD, 2206
Solar Boost Australia Pty Ltd
80 Wentworth Road
HOM EBUSH, 2140
Sunray Solar Systems
292 Pittwater Road
NORTH RYDE, 2113
George Wills & Co Ltd
45 Clarence Street
SYDNEY, 2000
Australian Solarway Pty Ltd
59 Hunter Street
HORNSBY, 2077
P.G. Solar Plates
10 Old Lake Road
PORT MACQUARIE, 2444
QUEENSLAND

Braemar Engineering Co (Qld) Pty Ltd
Bilsen Road
GEEBUNG, 4034
Queensland Solar Systems
Lot 141, Herbert Street
SLACKS CREEK, 4127
Solar Heating Services
14 Aerodrome Road
MAROOCHYDORE, 4558
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Thermax Electric Water Heaters Pty Ltd
15 Curtin Avenue
HAMILTON CENTRAL, 4007
George Wills & Co Ltd
146 Mary Street
BRISBANE, 4000
SOUTH AUSTRALIA

Beasley Industries Pty Ltd
Bolton Avenue
DEVON PARK, 5008
Applied Research of Australia
13 Durant Road
CROYDON PARK, 5008
Braemar Engineering Co (SA) Pty Ltd
Findon Road
KIDMAN PARK, 5025
TASMANIA

Braemar Engineering Pty Ltd
14 Wenvoe Street
DEVONPORT, 7310
George Wills & Co Ltd
57-63 Canning Street
LAUNCESTON, 7000
VICTORIA
George Wills & Co Ltd
203 King Street
MELBOURNE, 3000
Wilson Solarlite
16 Thornton Crescent
MITCHAM, 3132
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SOLAR WATER HEATERS
Yazaki Pacific Pty Ltd
16 Eastern Road
SOUTH MELBOURNE, 3205
Autonomous Enerty Systems
25 Mclachlan Street
MOUNT WAVERLEY, 3149
Earth Resources
74 Henderson Road
NORTH CLAYTON, 3168
Somer Solar Installations
Sandy Point Road,
SOMERS, 3927
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
S. W. Hart & Co Pty Ltd
112 Pilbara Street
WELSHPOOL, 6106
Smalls Solar Heeta Co
IO Goongarrie Street
BA YSW ATER, 6053
Sola-ray Appliances
6 Boag Road
MORLEY, 6062
Western Iron Works Pty Ltd
I Strang Street
SOUTH FREMANTLE, 6162
George Wills & Co Ltd
136 Fitzgerald Street
PERTH, 6000
Solar King
4 Collingwood Street
OSBORNE PARK, 6017

Melbourne. (Thanks to John Baird, Cuthbert and Partners,
the architects of the house, for photo and diagram on page
19.)
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Finally here are a few suggestions for getting more information about solar energy generally, and a way ofmaking professional solar scientists more aware of the
community's needs.
NOTES AND SOURCES.
I. Primary energy - fuels such as petroleum products, coal, natural
gas and hydroelectricity. Any gas or electricity manufactured from a
primary fuel such as coal is classified as a secondary fuel.
2. CSIRO Solar Energy Studies Unit, Submission to Senate Standing
Committee on National Resources, Enquiry into Solar Energy, 28 May
76, p.5.
3. Energy Costs of Dwellings, E.R. Ballantyne, 5th Australian
Building Research Congress - Resources *.
4. Chain Reaction, 2 (2), 30-3 .
5. Estimate by R.N. Morse, CSIRO Solar Energy Studies Unit.
6. Ref. 2 states that there is no technological reason why I x I011
Joules of heat per year could not be provided by the year 2000 from
solar collectors. This quantity is about Sx the energy needed to satisfy
the )972 level of Australia's domestic space plus water heating demand,
leavmg 4/Sths of the solar energy collected for industrial use.
7. 'You might find it in libraries, though.
8. The addition of Solar Collectors to Domestic Hot Water Systems
J. T. Czarnecki, 1975*.
'
9. Solar Energy and Building, S. V. Szokolay, 1975 (Architectural
Press, London), 81 -3. This book has a good illustrated review of solar
houses around the world.
IO. Sun on the Roof. P. Brachi, New Scientist, 19 Sept. 74, 712-4.
11. DIY Sun, Undercurrents , No. ID°.
")_ 12. Clive Coogan, CSIRO Div. Chemical ,Physics, Melbourne, has
•
constructed a test-model sump-oil solar collector.
13. Over the past few years Popular Science has published many new
ideas for solar collectors.
14 . . Spectrally S,elective Blacks for Solar Energy Collection, E. A.
Chnstle, International Solar Energy Society Conference, Melbourne,
1970.* Selective Surface Studies, A . F. ~eid, K. J . Cathro, Solar

Although most solar scientists do not have much contact with the general public concerning their work, usually when you speak to them over the phone or go to see
~hem they are more than.willing to talk about their proJects and help you out with technical problems. A compre~ensive list of Australian solar scientists together with
'their area of specialisation is given in ref. 22.
Choose a scientist working in the area you're interested in, and get in touch. It should be a mutually
rewarding activity.
Energy Progress in Australia and New Zealand, No. 14, J uly 75, p.15 .
See also H. Tabor, Selective Surfaces fo r Solar Collectors, ch. IV of
ref. 30, "Solar Space Heating" article in this CR .
1.5. Yearly solar irradiation tables are available for about 20 locations from CSIR.O ·Solar Energy Studies Unit, P.O. Box 89, East
Melbourne, Vic ..3002.
16. Sola_r Water Heating in A ustralia, E.T. Davey, International
Solar Ener~y Conference, Melbourne, 1970.* Quite a few helpfu l practical hints m this short paper.
17. Solar Water Heaters, CSIRO Div. Mech. Circular No. 2, 1964,
p.11.
18. Domestic Solar Water Heating, CSIRO Div. Mech. Eng. leaflet
1976.*
'
19. Available throug~ Autonom ous Energy Systems, 25 McLochlan
St., Mt Waverley, Vic. 3149.
20. Made by Applied Research of Aust ralia, Adelaide.
21. An Economic eas'e f or Solar Energy, J. Nicholls, Total Environment Centre, 18 Argyle St, Sydney 2000.
22. Solar Energy Progress in Aust. and N.Z., No. 14 July 75. Costs
$3.•
* Available from CSIRO Division of Mechanical Engineering PO
Box 26, Highett, Vic., 3190.
'

OTHER LITERATURE
I. Energy Primer (Portola Inst., Menlo Park, California) has a useful
chapter on solar energy, plus a good bibliography and a detailed appendix on theory.
2: Another !-lseful solar (and alternative . technology generally) ·
bibliography 1s given m Peter Harper's "Directory of Alternative
Technology" published in the UK Journal, A rchitectural Design, Nov.
74, April 75, May 75).
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the total primary energy consumed each year 3 • On
average.SO per cent of the energy consumed in Aust_ralian
homes 1s . used for space heating, so taking action to
reduce this. demand 1s the most significant step people
can take directly to promote fuel conservation .

Masterson

Studio•
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..
Fossil fuels for space heating or cooling? Who needs
them? From Hobart to Darwin, from 'Perth to Sydney, in
fact wherever you live in Australia, if your house is well
designed it should require very little fuel for either space
heating or space cooling. Fuel consumption for these purposes c~n be kep! to a bare minimum by using a wise mix
of shadmg, glazmg, wall, roof and floor materials and
insulation, and design so that the sun's warming' rays
enter the building and are absorbed when you want
heating, but are reflected away when you want to keep
cool. Conversely, the extent to which you simmer inside
your house on a hot summer's day, and how often you
reach for the heater switch in winter, are direct indicators
of how badly your house is· designed from a .thermal performance point of view.
Page 24 - Chain Reaction 2 (3), 1976

Entries to rock dwellings in the Cappadocia
region of Turkey. Clever shading and the good
insulating properties of the volcanic rock keep
these houses cool in summer, and (with the help
of a small wood stove nowadays) comfortably
warm in winter.

Older cultures than our own, cultures which have had a
much deeper respect for nature, show copious examples
of architecture which is well adapted to the prevailing
climate. Particularly vivid examples include the
American Indian adobe buildin,gs, the Sudanese mud
huts, the Aegean Island Villages, the cool narrow alleys
~f Ma..rrakesh, and the underground suntrap dwellings in
the provinces of Honnan, Kansu etc. in China 1 • But in
modern western architecture, the abundance, till recently, of cheap fossil fuels for powering space heating and
cooling appliances has too often been the excuse for
almost totally ignoring the sun in architectural design.
In this country, largely as a result of rising comfort
levels, the domestic sector has become the fastest growing energy consumer 2 , accounting for some 13 per cent of

Sol:1r e_nergy is ideally suited for space heating. Firstly
sunshme ts uniformly spread over a given area , for example a city, and each building can act as its own solar collector. There ~re th~refore no problems in distributing
the _energy. to its pomt. of use fr?m central production
stat10ns as ~s the case with ~lectnc1ty, gas -or oil. Secondly
house heatmg needs only low-grade' energy, that is, a
large ,amount at low temper~t_ures, so t_he use of a 'highgrade energy such as electnc1ty for this purpose is very
wasteful from an energy-efficiency point of view. 75 per
cent of the energy contem of the fuel used to produce
electricity is actually lost before the old amps and volts
get to your power point.
I~ a sens_e t~en all houses are 'solar' houses. They are
subject to mc1d~nt so_lar radiation throughout the year
and the ~ann~r m which they respond to this , and to the
surroundmg atr by losing heat, will largely determine
their thermal performance and hence the amount of auxiliarx heating they requjre. For example, in Melbourne a
well-msulated house with a large area of north facing
windows,_with a suitable overhang of the eaves to shade
out the higher summer sun, will use far less energy and be
more comfortable than one with the same area of southfacing windows with little or no insulation.
Of course, some houses are more 'solar' than others
and here we're going to be concerned with those which
satisfy a large proportion of their heating demand by
solar means. In the discussion that follows we'll distin~ujsh bet~een (a) passive systems in which by careful
b~1ldmg design solar energy is used for heating purposes
without ~he a~dition of special equipment; and (b) active
systems m which solar collectors are installed to capture
solar energy and this is conveyed by some means to the
space to be conditioned or to an energy store. In type B
systems the heat-transfer fluid may be either air or water,
the latter having the potential of being used for both
heating and cooling.

The,5e are the ~implest and most elegant solutions to the
problem of heatmg a house by solar radiation. Passive
solar houses can be built using 'low-technology' systems
and can th_erefore be reasonably cheap. There are some
yery beautiful examples of houses of this type now in existence, so here's a quick review of some of these which
should also show the basic design principles involved.
(Note that the references given allow a follow-up of the
detailed design of these houses.)

1
Moveable

...._....

wooden shutters

Siog le Glazing

Rock Storage

1. The Masterson studio.

This is a one-storey one-room pottery workshop
designed and built in 1972 by Mr and Ms Masterson at La
Cienega, New Mexico, USA (lat. 35°N) . Sola r radi ati on
is used in two ways. Firstly there's a large south- fa cing
(we're in the northern hemisphere now!) single-glazed
window allowing sunlight to enter the building directly,
and keeping the heat in by the greenhouse effect. Two
sliding covers, like barn doors , that can be closed
manually are used to shade the window during summer
and prevent excessive heat losses at night.
Secondly there's a vertical south-wall collector below
.the south window. This collector has a single layer of ordinary window glass at the front and the absorber is a
corrugated steel sheet painted black. Four layers of
black metal lathes between the glass and the sheet serve
to increase the heat-transfer area. All air flow is by
natural conveetion.
Air from the collector rises and flows through a layer of
stones (20 tonnes) underneath the floor. Some heat is
retained by the rocks, while the rest rises up through the
floor by conduction, or through registers, into the studio
above. Colder air falls into the basement space and back
to the base of tb.e collector.
The percent'i!ge of heat supplied by the solar system
has been estimated as 80 per cent with a wood stove
providing the rest . The solar system has been found to
provide heat to the studio even on snowy winter days .
A somewhat similar system has been used to heat a
building at the Waite Research Institute 5 6 in
Adelaide, with the important design change of using an
overhang of the roof over the north (back down under
again) - facing windows to shield the inside from the
~ummer sun (diag. 2). This building is used only to house
msects '.1nd plants but then they too like to keep their little bodies at a pretty constant temperature! (diag. 3).
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With a suitable roof
overhang, the summer sun
can be shaded out from
a north-facing window
(southern hemisphere),
while the winter sunlight
enters to warm the house.

This overhang design can be used throughout southern
Australia but note that it isn't suitable for use in locations of low latitude, e.g. Darwin, where the sun is always
high in the sky during the important mid-day period.
On a larger scale, another interesting building which
uses the large mid-day sun-facing window principle is St
George's Secondary School at Wallasey near Liverpool
in the north of England . For over 20 years now no auxiliary heating has been required for the classrooms and
labs inside (7).

Odeillo Houses·'

The ab<?ve principle use~ to heat an insectary building
at the Waite Research Institute, Adelaide.

(

4

The principle of operation of a Trombe-Michel solar wall
and a house at Odeillo, France, which uses this system to
supply 60-70 per cent of the annual energy needed for
space heating.

5. Marseille slats - another type of solar wall using
louvres to give four heating/cooling modes.
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Almost in the shadow of the giant French 1000 kW
solar furnace, these houses (31 of them) were built by the
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique for some of
its employees at Odeillo, high up in the French Pyrenees
(altitude 1300m, lat. 43° N). They use the TrombeMichel solar wall principle (diag. 4), which is hard to beat
for simplicity and effectiveness.
In Australia a house of this type would have a north facing concrete wall (recommended thickness 25cm) with
a dark surface on the outside, and single glazing in front
of it leaving a space for air convection. A roof overhang
shades the summer sun from the wall, as in the insectary
described in the previous section.
Air in the space between wall and glass is heated and
rises, passing into the building at the top through a port,
while cold air is drawn out of the building through a
lower fort into the air space to be warmed. Hence a
natura heating cycle is started, which can last for two or
three hours after sunset depending on the amount of
energy received from the sun during that day. Heat also
enters the building by radiation from the storage wall ,
after a time period for conduction through the wall
depending on the thickness and nature of the wall
material.
One of the authors (Peter) is studying the performance
of a Trombe-Michel system at the Department of
Mechanical Engineering, Melbourne University, and
present indications are that a 25cm wall thickness gives
the best all-round effect 10 • This thickness is in
fact considerably less than that used at Odeillo. Odeillo
also· experiences much lower temperatures than say
Melbourne, so double glazing in front of the concrete
wall was employed on the original houses.
The most recently built houses at Odeillo receive about
60-70 per cent of their annual heating energy from the
solar wall, the rest coming from auxiliary electric
heaters. However, a wood stove can also be used, as at
similar Trombe-Michel systems at Chauvency-leChateau in France 11 •

The following are three more novel design ideas for
solar walls which should be useful as a basis for improvisation, either in designing complete new buildings
or adding solar walls to existing ones.
Marseilles Slats 1' A neat way of getting four
heating/cooling modes from a plain old concrete (or
other absorbent) wall with a dark exterior surface, by
having a set of aluminium (or perhar.s wood covered in
aluminium foil) louvres in front. The illustration (diag. 5)
should be self-explanatory.

Baer Barre/s 1i 14 Designed by Steve Baer, .this
wall has been described in most of the alternative
technology books (e.g. 15 16 ) and consists of 55gallon steel drums filled with water, stacked in racks
behind single glazing with their axes pointing south ·
(we're up north again, in New Mexico, USA). A large insulating door, hinged at the lower end of the wall, co'{ers
the drum wall completely, and it is lowered in the morn- "
ing in winter to allow the sun to shine in and warm the
barrels. At the same time, laying flat on the ground the
door acts as a reflector to intensify the heat from the sun .
The door is raised when the sun goes down t o prevent
heat loss, and the barrels lose their heat t-0 the inside of
the building. During summer the door is kept closed, the
cool water in the drums acting as a sink for the heat inside and keeping the room at a comfortable temperature.

0

BUILDING

This wall provides 75-85 per cent of the building's
heating needs, wood stoves making up the difference. The
one drawback with the system is the problem of corrosion of the steel in contact with water. Anti-corrosive additives can be added , but it remains to be seen what the
lifetime of the drums will be.

Beer Bottles. You can see a nascent version of this type
of solar wall outback of any true ocker's home, hut as yet
the solar potential of this structure has not been so widely
realised. At Sydney University 'autonomous house', .
however, a group of architecture students have recycled
those dark-brown beer bottles as one of t,heir northfacing walls inside a glazed 'greenhouse' area. The bottles, water-filled with their tops pointing outwards, act as
a heat store (See Comtec for illustration). But those living in the house aren't happy with the wall's perfonnance
and are considering replacmg it with heavy curtains and a
dark masonry floor inside ·the building, exposed to ,
northern sunhght during the day.
·

Sf)I~1lll llf)f)tis

0

Haystacks. Harold Hay 11 18 19 designed this _
system of natural air conditioning which has been used
successfully in a house at Atascadero in California (lat . .
35°N; n.b. Sydney is 36°S). Also called "Skyth~rm", it
provides 100 per cent of the house's needs for heating and ·
cooling throughout the year.
·) , '
Water is stored in PVC (O.lmm thick) bags on .top ofa, ~
metal roof. Above each bl!cg there's a , transparent UV,._··
resistant PVC sheet sealed to the bags along their edges
and held (by air pressure from below) so that there i's an
air gap to provide top insulation. Beneath each bag there
is a black PVC sheet which rests on top of the metallic
roof. Panels of insulation can either be drawn over the
bags to cover them , or stacked at one side to leave them
exposed.
The illustration shows the various heat-transfer modes
available. On a winter's day the bags absorb heat and
transfer it to the room beneath; this continues at night
when the insulation panels are drawn over to prevent outwards heat loss from the bags. On a summer's day the
bags are covered, preventing heat from entering the
house from above; then at night the covers are removed
and the cold water acts as a sink for the heat inside the ; ·
house, and radiates energy back out again.
,.
The horizontal roof collector is a disadvantage for
winter heating in regions of high latitude, though such a
system could probably be used over most of Australia.
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To Warm

Auxiliary

ter two when air is the heat-transfer fluid. Water and
rock storage are well-proven methods, while storage fo
eutectic salts is still very much at the experimental stage.
A solar air-heating i'nstallation together with a rockpile storage unit has been operating at the CSIRO Divi-·
sion of Mechanical Engineering at Highett in Melbourne
for several years 26 • The system heats a section of lab
and office space during the winter months, and the thermal storage is also used for summer cooling by
evaporative cooling of the rock pile at night. The pile con·sists of three galvanised iron tanks (total volume 32m 3)
filled with l 7mm basalt rock screenings. Approximately
56m 2 of solar air heater (collector area) are required to
condition a working area of approximately l 30m 2 •

Air Ducts

20

The diagrams . below show the two basic tyµes of
· 'active' solar house-heating systems: on,e in which air is
used as the heat-transfer fluid to carry heat from the
solar collector to a pebble-bed storage unit or to a room
where it is needed, the second in which water circulates
through the collectors and is also used as the heat store.
Firstly it can be seen that both of these active systems
are \'retty cGmplicated-requjring p11mps, valves, ~ lot
of p1pirig as well as special collectors and storage units.
So we're entering the realm of 'higher' technology, and
hence higher cost. Many of the solar houses with active
solar-heating systems are really glorified laboratories the well-pubhcised Philips House at Aachen is an excellent example. It may prove impossible, however, to use a
passive system in a particular location (for example, .
north-facing wall or window types require a very open
site to the north), or on an existing building. In such a
case some form of active system would have to be considered, since with the collectors as separate components
greater flexibility is possible in their positioning on the
house.

Pebble

Storage

Bed

By-Pass

Storage
Unit
From Cold

Air Returns
3-Way Dampers

Auxiliary

To building

Tank
By-Pass

Water
Tank

Small rocks, usually basalt or granite pebbles, I .32.5cm in diam ., are used in a rock-bed store to increase
the area of contact of air with rock and so give good heattransfer properties (ref. 15 gives a diagram of a typical
pile).

Storage
Unit

\..----4-Pump

ump

- - From

building

Some eutectic (low-melting point) salts, e.g. Glauber's
salt (sodium sulphate decahydrate), are useful for heat
storage because they freeze/melt at convenient
temperatures for space-heating purposes - in the case of
Glauber's salt, around 32°C. As this salt is heated
through 32°C, a great deal of extra heat is ·absorbed as it
changes from a solid to a liquid. This heat is released
again on cooling and solidification. Glauber's salt is in
fact capable of storing eight times more heat than water
of the same volume between the temperatures of 25°C
and 37°C. This system of storage is used in Dr Mario
Telkes' Dover House 27 •

Schematic diagrams of basic solar space-heating systems
using air (above) and water (below) as the heat-transfer
fluids.

Air or Water?
What are their relative merits and demerits as heat
transfer fluids?
Advantages in favour of the air-type system are that
there is no problem with freezing in the collectors or with
overheating during periods of low or zero energy
removal. Corrosion problems are also minimised and
there are no complications with water leaks or water
penetration. Disadvantages include relatively high pumping costs compared to water, and the large volumes (e.g.
of small rocks) of storage needed.
On the other hand, using water the heat absorbed in
the collectors can be stored directly as hot water, without
having to transfer this heat to some other storage
medium as is the case with the air system . Also a given
volume of water can store about four times as much heat
as the same volume of small rocks. Roughly, 2000 gallons of wat~r operating between 32 and 65°C are
equivalent to 42 tons of rocks working between the same
temperatures!
So, pros and cons on both sides, and there's no simple
answer to which is b>est, air or water.
Solar houses using these two types of system have been
described in detail in many places, therefore, to ~ave
trees, here we'll just ~ive references to a good example of
each. Dr G. Lofs residence in Denver, USA, uses a combination of air collectors and rock-bed storage for space
heafing 2 '° 22 23 ~ while the Colorado · State University's first solar house uses water collectors and a water
storage tank to provide most of the required energy for
winter heating and summer cooling2• . .
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CSIRO's solar air heater and its use in a timber-drying kiln
at Griffith, NSW.
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There are three main methods of heat storage in use today: hot water, rock piles and eutectic salts (also called
heat of fusion storage). The first method is obviously
used when water circulates through the collectors, the lat-
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Problems emerging with eutectic-salt heat storage,
however, are that the melting temperature seems to
change with repeated cycling, and that the salt corrodes
its metal containers.
To end with, two more quick ideas for storing heat :
eutectic mixtures of metallic fluorides 28 ; and what
about good old par.affin wax, which melts at 55°C with a
latent heat of fusion of 40 Watt hours/kg - i.e. a lot of
storage capacity72a
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energy stored
in batteries
A heat pump can be used in winter to raise the
temperature of water from solar collectors to a useful
level. The heat-pump compreuor could be powered by •a
wind generator, as shown.

Flat-plate collectors for water heating are discussed in
'the Solar Water Heating article in this CR, and the same
.type can be used for water-circulation space-heating
systems. As detailed a review of both water and air solar
heaters as any one should require is given in refs. 29-32.
In this country CSIRO have developed a simple solar
air heater which is used on their lab heating-cooling
system already-, ~escribed, and on an experimental solar
timber drying kiln at Griffith, NSW 33 •
The use of solar collectors in conjunction with heat
pumps is currently arousing a lot of interest. In one arrangement water is heated by collectors and stored in a
tank and then a heat pump (think of using the heat coming out the back of a refrigerator!) is used to draw off
heat from this store and 'pump' it up to a higher
temperature for getting even hotter water, or for highertemperature air heating. The attraction of the heat pump
is that the quantity of heat transferred to a higher
temperature is several times greater than the ene.rgy required to run the pump. 34
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So far we've been largely looking at the design of
whole new solar houses, but in conclusion we'll transfer
attention to what can be done to enlarge the solar contribution towards heating existing houses, and to impwve
their thermal performance generally.
First, if you're lucky enough to have a suitable northfacin~ wall, or can add one, any one of the solar walls
descnbed previously could possibly be incorporated into
an existing building.
Also, overhangs from north-facing windqws can easily
be fitted to houses as an extra, and dark-coloured floors
or walls behind such windows will further improve the
solar heat gain through them during the winter months.
Or outdoor blinds over these windows could be used instead of an overhang to keep the summer sun out. Indoor
blinds, white on the outside surface, also do this, but not
so well as outdoor ones.
It is not difficult to conceive of a 'Haystack' Skytherm
roof pond being added to a flat-roofed building. Alternatively, with many houses a substantial solar contribution could be obtained by fitting one of the 'active' solar
air-heating systems described earlier.
However, with all these solar space-heating systems,
and with fossil-fuel heating systems, it's not much sense
getting the heat in if it's going to leak out just as quick
through the walls or ceiling. If a house isn't already insulated then, putting in at least ceiling insulation is the
most fuel-conserving action you can take.
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Ceiling insulation can cut domestic heating bills by
about 40 per cent, the exact amount depending on the
house design and thickness of insulation installed. Higher
percentage savings can be achieved if the walls are also
msulated 3i. Moreover, an insulated house stays much
cooler in summer.
In Victoria it has been calculated that if all houses had
adequat~ cei_ling insulation now, there would be a 7.2 per
cent savmg m the States total secondary-energy requirements. (So much for Newport's necessity!)
The following table gives the recommended insulation
. requirements (using mineral wool batts) for some cities
t<?gether with the peri~d it would take for savings in fuei
bill~ (October 1975 pnces) to pay back the cost of installing the insulation. -This costs $260-365 for the average
house, except in Canberra where 1t is $470. 3i
Thickness
(mm)

-

POLITICAL
CHANGE

Payback
Period (years)

Adelaide
50
4.0
JOO
3.3
Canberra
75
4.7
Sydney
75
4.1
Melbourne
Hobart
75
3.8
An1 of co~rse there is _always the Es~imo solution: personal msulatton by wearing warmer thicker clothes inside
during winter!

0

Brian Martin
with help from other members of FOE-Canberra
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To many people in the environmental movement, lowlevel solar technology is assumed to be a good thing. Is
this necessarily so?
In the complex relationship between the structure of
society and technology, it is useful to separate out two
sorts of influence. First, the social, economic and
political organisation of a society has a strong effect on
the type of technology imagined, developed and promoted
in that society. One reason that present-day capitalist
and state-socialist societies are promoting nuclear power
is that this form of energy generation fits nicely into existi ng patterns of centralised economic and political
control.
Nuclear technology is seen by elites to be desirable
because it must be developed and run by experts (wellpaid and docile): this effectively cuts off the possibility of
community control of the technology. Another reason
why ruling groups promote nudear power is that it requires large amounts of capital; these groups then maintain more control, through control over the investment,
over social and technological developments in the future.
Last of all, the nuclear option is promoted because its
very enormity and dangerousness seem to justify the existence of the scientific, managerial and political elites
who promoted it in the first place.
The second sort of influence between technofogy and
society works in the other direction: the technology
adopted by a society helps determine the type of social,
political and economic organsiation of society which
seems most workable and desirable. The widespread
adoptioil. of nuclear technology, for whatever reason,
would reinforce the control ofpolitical and economic institutions by ruling elites, and foster an even more
splintered and alienated social framework than already
exists uncfor present technology.

For many- of .those who promote low-level solar
technoll:,gy, the hope - whether explicit or implicit - is
that solar technology will help promote a better society
through this second sort of influence. The idea is first to
introduce an energy technology which is environmentally
safe and ecologically sound, inexpensive, simple to build
and operate by individuals and small groups, and which is
easily integrated into a life-style based on self-sufficiency
and widespread participation in vital activities (growing
and cooking food, makmg clothing and shelter, operating
community,-based health and education).
Establishing this technology hopefully will help lead to
a society in which economic and political power is more
widely distributed, in which people get satisfaction in doing those ta.sks which concern them directly, and in which
a satisfying interaction between people,and between people and nature, is part of everyday life.

So Why Worry About The Social
Implications Of Solar Technology?

,,, .

To argue in this way is already to go beyond the
promotion of solar technology for purely environmental
and ecological reasons. But is it necessary to worry about
the social and political implications: won't they take care
of themselves? Surely low-level solar technology is so
much better than its high-technology alternativc;:s (fission
and fusion, high-technology solar power as from massive
desert collectors, and , the ·energy-growth syndrome in
general) that it is worth promoting without worrying too
much about the economic and political techniques of doing so.
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Th~ attitud~ is convenient; but it may not be as app~opnate as 1t ~ounds. It will be argued here that
~1de~pread ado~t10n of all sorts of alternative technology
1~ q~1te compatible with a highly-repressive social and
political structure.
Let's take a possible scenario. Individual energy needs
are provided by solar space and water heating, methane
cookers powered by refuse, and lighting and back-up
7nergy from hydro, wind and perhaps geothermal power.
All contamers are recyclable or completely biodegradable; food in shops is produced with the greatest
a~un~an~e of n~trients, a!1d. is collectable from large contamers m vurhally unhm1ted amounts. Transport is
provided by a highly efficient public central network,
augmented by small personal vehicles powered by
metha~e or hydrogen produ?ed from solar energy . But
travel 1s not so necessary, smce cheap electronic communication means that one never needs to leave home.
Working hours are minimal or voluntary. There is a wide
variety of entertainments provided on tapes and videodiscs, ranging from sports and computer games to drama
and music. A wide variety of pleasurable drugs are free.
E~?u~h of t~is scen~rio. It's not everyone's cup of tea,
bu~ tt s Just an _1llustra!1on. Le_t's look more carefully at it.
This hypothetical society satisfies the ostensible aims of
the environmental movement: minimum use of nonrenewable resources and energy, and low environmental
i!]1pac!, et it is possible that the majority of the people
hvmg m 1t would be repressed, in the sense that their real
human potential for creative and interactive living would
be submerg~d. _Solar ~eaters and methane cookers might
be sold or d1stnbuted Just the way heating oil and electric
ranges are now, perpetuating alienation from material
possessions. Food might be centrally produced and
processed just as it is now. The transport system might
lead to j_ust the sa_m e faceless. anonymity as at present.
The .easily accessible entertamment and drugs might
provide the same escape from an empty reality that is so
prevalent today.
Many people in this hypothetical society would be
'satisfied' . No doubt many today would like to live in
such a society. But the number of people actually
stretched to their capacity, given the chance to involve
themselves in challenging and rewarding activities would
be small - as it is now. The people so challenged 'mainly
would be those who designed highly efficient solar
heaters, who developed ecologically-sound and highlyproductive agricultural techniques; who administered the
public transport system . and who produced the wealth of
diversionary entertainment.

r

What To Do?
Assume that a politically-minded environmentalist (or
an environmentally-minded political activist) wishes to
pro~ote. a society in . which there. i_s widespread commumty mvolvement m local dec1s10n-making and in
producing the necessities of.life, in which social roles and
str~ctures, technology, and moral codes are purposely
designed· by the community to maximise each in~ividual's. opp~rtun~ties for a satisfyini and challenging
hfe, and .m which hfe-s!yles are consc10usly put in harmony with the evolut10nary needs and potential of
humans and nature. (Isn't this high-sounding?) What is
such a person to do?
It is not sufficient. just to promote alternative
technology, such as solar technology, in any way possible. By accepting uncritically the existing political and
eco_nomic struc~ures, it. is likely that. this technology will
be mtroduced (1f ever) m a way and m a form that leaves
these structures essentially unchanged. Solar heaters will
be sold on the market like other commodities: the poor
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will lose out as the price of conventionally produced
energy rises. Design of technology and of community
orga~is~tion (housing, transport, communication) wiU
remam m the hands of the scientific-technological elites:
the technology and community organisation promoted
by these elites will be designed (unconsciously or not) to
reinforce their power. (For example, capability for local
design and production of living quarters will not be encouraged.) A social organisation will be encouraged that
does not threaten those who hold power: people will be
given entertainment and drugged escape, rather than
vital decision-making power. So just promoting alternative technology and ignoring the political context is not
enough .
.
Neither is it sufficient just to change the existing locus
of economic and political control. For although
technology does not determine the structure of society, it
certainly helps to push it in particular directions. If the
people took control of all work places today, it might not
be enough to stop continued promotion of private motor
transport, or even to stop the technological attraction of
nuclear power (or other forms of centralised power
production).
The takeover would need to be tied to a programme of
promoting technology that lends itself to different lifestyles and patterns of decision-making. Such a programme is not inherently part of a political stance based on
community control (although in practice it is in many
cases). The existing social and econbmic organisation of
society, its buildings and tools - even its very knowledge
: will tend to stimulate a similar 9rganisation of society
m the fµture, whatever groups are m control. That is, the
ruling elites promote technology (such as nuclear power)
that maintains their political power; this technology then
makes the existence of ruling .elites (of whatever origin)
more nat.aral and inevitable. This technology, as well as
the ruling elites, must be replaced.
It has been claimed here that a society run using all the
panaceas of alternative technology, and at the same time
separating people from the activities that maintain their
lives, is possible - in principle. But could present
monopoly capitalist (or state socialist) society possibly
survive the transition to such a society? For example,
could a massive redirection of. investment occur - as
from nuclear to solar power-before disastrous environmental _deterioration set in, spurring citizen action
against the social order? It might be that environmental
degradation can continue to be blamed on people, the
same way that automobile accidents, universally are
blamed on bad drivers and poor roads rather than on inappropriate technology backed by vested interests.
Capitalism has surprising adaptive capacities in this and
other areas, and it would be wishful thinking to believe
that making the transition to low-level solar technology
automatically will present insurmountable problems to
the system. At the same time there will be serious
oroblems for capitalism in making the transition while
maintaining control by the few over the choices of the
many. It will be the task of the politically-aware environmentalist to use these problems to work for a
soci~ty run completely and directly for and by the communtty.
The conclusion here is obvious, so it might as well be
short. What is needed is action based on an integrated
perspe~~ive, aimed at ch~nging the existing distribution
of poht1ca! and economic power and changing the existing technology that is both the product of and the prop
for this di~tribution of power. Promotion of solar power
and oppos1t10n to nuclear power both have this potential
but only if carefully linked with political goals. What thi~
means in terms of tactics, however, is something that
must be worked out by each individual and each group.

Bridenbaugh in Australia
For three weeks in September/October, Dale and Charlotte Bndenba ugh visited all Australian
mainland capitals on behalf of the
Australian anti-uranium mining
movement. Dale, of course, created a
sensation earlier this year when,
along with two other senior nuclear
engineers in General Electric, he
resigned his $30,000 a year job to
work with the anti-nuclear organisation, Project Survival, in California.
The Bridenbaughs' visit was a
great boon to the movement here,
partly because of the information
and insights they imparted and also
because of their great warmth ,
joyfulness and humility.
Dale and Charlotte were ably
complemented by Adelaide pediatrician, Dr Helen Caldicott, who has
spent most of the last year actively
involved in the US anti-nuclear
movement.
While Dale spoke of his experiences as 'Complaints Manager'
with GE, Charlotte gave an account
of the role of women in the movement in California ("Women are the
greatest untapped source of political
power", she said), and Helen literally
scared the pants off people by info rm i ng large radio and TV
audiences and public meetings of just
what plutonium does to sentient beings.
Highlights of the tour included the
refusal by the NSW Trades Hall
Council to hear Dale speak for ten
minutes after an hour-long debate on
whether he should speak or not; the
frenzied activity of Mr L. G.
Kemeny, Lecturer in Nuclear
Engineering at the University of
NSW and friend of the mining companies, in following Dale to media
mterviews and offering himself as a
debating opponent; the almost complete black-out on Dale by the print
media (after all three of the directors
of the Herald and Weekly Times are
uranium miners!); and a wellattended luncheon for Labour MPs
in Canberra which Dale addressed .
Just before the Bridenbaughts left
to return to the US in a rather exhausted state, Chain Reaction spoke
to Dale and here's an edited version
of the interview:

many deficiencies in the design,. so
many unproven features, that we
could have a catastrophe even if
everything worked right.
CR. Could you comment on the
similarities and dissimilarities
between the Australian nuclear
protest movement and the American
one?
DB. In the US there are very few,
if any, union people involved at present. There seems to be in Australia
a broader spectrum of people involved, from the unions, to students,
academics, and so on.
In both cases though it's the people against a highly organised and
rich industrial-political complex . It's
very slim resources in terms of
finance and full-time commitment
against a very heavy organisation
that has a lot of resources.
So again I think we just have to
get the word out to numbers of people because as we often described it
in the Californian campaign: It's our
people against their money.

CRI: While in Australia you've
almost certainly come across 'Some of
the statements of Sir Ernest Titterton. Could you comment on some
of the things he's saying?
DB. I did have a debate, or at least
a joint appearance on a radio show,
with him, and I think he's presenting
a completely one-sided view of
nuclear power. He's talking to the
public about the risks as a parent
would to a small child. I think people
of the world are adult and they need
to know the risks that nuclear power
represents. I'm not sure Sir Ernest
WALT PATTERSON
understands the risks. Perhaps he's
Following close on the heels of the
mentally blocked them out, but he
Bridenbaughs, Walt Patterson, one
certainly doesn ' t communicate
of the most respected nuclear critics
anything except an extremely overin the UK and presently a staffer at
optimistic simplistic viewpoint and
FOE (London), flew into Australia
seems not to address the long-term
on the last leg of a six-week world
waste-storage problem at all.
lecture tour.
CR. What about his statement of
His short time here was spent on a
risk comparisons where he used the
jam-packed programme of public
Rasmussen Report and the Interlectures and media interviews
national Atomic Energy Agency's
The highlight of his visit was his
figures to suggest that reactors are
authoritative and spirited radio consafer than lightning and so forth?
frontations with such nuclear propoDB. Well, that's pretty much a
nents as Sir Philip Baxter over the
standard approach which all of the
recommendations of the· First
nuclear proponents have taken. The
Ranger Report.
Rasmussen Report on reactor safety
But Walt left Australia somewhat
has many deficiencies but I think one
of the most serious is that it looks ·, angry and thin kin~ of law suits, after
being called, without attempted
only at the accident consequences of
argument, "an uninformed
the light-water reactor itself. It
propagandist", and again without
doesn't take into account any of the
substantiation, having some of his .
long-term affects that the production
statements dismissed as "lies", by
and discharge of radioactive material
Sir Philip Baxter in an ABC Radio
may have on future life. Also it
interview on October 29th.
doesn't address the problem of theft,
"We just don't have 'eminent'
terrorism, sabotage, breeder reacscientists behaving like that over in
tors, or waste disposal as I said. But
the UK," he said.
the most basic deficiency is that it as(See Book Reviews for review of
sumes the reactor design itself is corWalt's recent book, Nuclear Power) .
rect. That's a very poor assumption
in my experience because there are so
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The Earth sails on through the star.cy-sea of space. Our :
But starting now, in fifty · years time the face of
place in space is on our planet, circling our star, as we li.ve
Australia could be transformed. A combination . of
and grow and experience the struggle to survive on Earth. '.· e!lergy conservation and developme~t. 9f alternaJ~ve
If we could fly up and sit on the moon, we would see ·· •technology could ~nable wholecommumt~es to ~ec<?me_mEarth is a rock rolling around the sun.
· . dependent of reliance on. the monopolised d1stnbutt~>n
Milli_ons of years ha_ve passed si~ time began for • systems _that cont~ol our hve~ to~ay. Peo~le could ~e _mhumamty on Earth. Ammal and plant hfe that qnce was ~ volved m a creat1ye a~d sat1sfym_g expenenc~, bmldmg
has passed away into the Earth, to become coal, oil or
for long-term survival; mcorporatt?g solar, w!nd, wate~,
natural gas. We have learnt ho\\'. to exploit these va~t
wood and methane energy systems mto the design ofthe1r
natural deposits of stored solar energy; and in doing so
homes and workplaces. Gradually the move could be
we have changed our environment. The technology we've
made toward·s totar self:sufficiency in food, warmth and
created is forever bringing to life more and more
shelter-needs basic to all peo_ple. The lessons learnt.durmachines, which guzzle more and mQte energy and raw ,' · ing_the c~nstruction of simpl~ 'soft'. technology could ~ell
materials each year, to pro(iuce mo,i goods, to make · assist Third-World peoples m theu struggle for survlVal
some people richer, but laying the Earth to pollution and , too.
waste.
·
Both urban and rural communities could be adapted so
'that workpJaces are closer to home;_w~lking, cycling or
Our planet heads towards crisis on many fronts. Bu~ning our fossil fuels as fast us we can threatens us with
better pubbc transport could then elimmate the over-use
eventual ecological collapse, in the ait,-on the land and in
of the internal combustion engine as a means of everyday
transport. Local industry could serve local needs, local
the sea. The· ever-growing amounts of waste heat being
released into the atmosphere now seem cer tain to cause
recycling centres could recycle wastes for re-use, a?d
calamatous climatic change.
·
.
local markets could enable exchange of the fruits
Technology has taken the industtialised coun~ries ~o ' · ?f lab<;>ur without so much r~liance on the p_r<?Sent energythe point where the rich classes must now examine the
mtens1ve transport,_pack~gmg and adverttsmg system~.
benefits of their materialism in the light of the real cost.
By growing ~ore food 1~ the form o_f vegetable prot~m
Billions of oppressed people· pay for the rich world in
rat~er ~h~~. anu:na1 pr<:,tem, ~ustraha would meet its
starvation and hopeless poverty, but now the health, , respons1biliti~ m 3:n mc_reasmgly hungry W?r~d. As
longetivity and future survival of the rich is also at stake.
friends of the Eartfi, we could plant many mtlhons of
We need a slow-down in over-consumption so we can livo
trees on land that has been ravaged by herds for many
a little longer. What we really· need is a 'Society wheFein, ;, _.years. Erosion, dust storms and floods_ hav~ wash~ a~ay
we can preserve what we've go\ while r~laxing _out : ! P.1.uch valuable top.soil a!1d tree-I?lantmg, m conJunct10n
reliance on technology that consume~ more and pollutes , ': .with more labour-mtens1ve farm mg met~ods could well
1
more.
·
; '.trrest this denudation of our natural hentage. We were
Let's zoom in on Australia. If we .nlinue our present ; . born' here, _to live all our lives.
.
rates of growth our oil will last. about 10 or 15 ye~rs . >;,. Many things could be done to ch~nge our lifestyle from
more, our natural _gas about 40 ot 50 years, and even our .. ? consumer orientated rat-race, gomg nowh~re, to one of
coal only a few hundred. Within the lifetimes of our . independence and feeed~m, ~he fre~o~ to bv_e and gro~
young people, these reserves will become more scarce and-·
u.n~er the sun. l._3µt, , we bve m a ~ap1tahst society, one m
more precious, all the more reason to use them more
which the power of money P!evails. How can. w~ change
wisely. After· all, our chifdren and tqe,i,r· children m_ight
to a solar society, one in which the value of hfe 1s above
that of profit?
like io be able use a little oil or natural gas occasional\y
too.
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Rod Carnegie, the managing direct?r of Conzinc
Riotinto, Australia's biggest resident fore1gn-ow~ed multinational company, has said that he do~sn'~ thmk th~t
solar energy will have much of an impress10n m Austraha
for the next 50 years. By then, we may take it from Rod,
our reserves of conventional fuels will be almost exhausted, and we will need solar power. Why not start
now so that we can reap the benefits of clean free solar
pow~r sooner? It would seem an obvious alternative.
Many young people could be employed in such a vital.
the many unemployed. Areas of land could be set aside
for those people who decided to leave the cities and
cultivate alternative communities in the country.
alternative commumtles m me coumry.
Australians, however, are basically hardened consumers and it might take drastic economic conditions for
them to change their val_ues. A resource~ shortage, _such
as the one in energy which we are certam to expenence
before the year 2000, might just be enough to show th~t
the free enterprise promise of more and m?re each year 1s
like the pot of gold at the end of the ramb<?w·
In all the western world, unemployment 1s rampa~t.
Traditionally, wars have soaked up the unemployed m
fighting and in factories. The Vietnam War may well
have soured our appetite for any more such profitmaking technological-boom periods. And so, ~hat to do
with the growing number of people who are bemg thrown
out on the streets by the machines that are built to
replace them?
Change must come, hopefully for t~e better. The people must come to know that there 1s another way. In
Australia, we are being armed with the knowledge of o_ur
need to survive big technology and those who cont!ol 1t.
The struggle against uranium mining must succeed 1f"'.e
are to live into the future. The power of the Australian
people must, if need be, rise up against the. polluting
powers that be, and prevent them from threatenmg future
generations for the sake of passing profits.
As never before in our country, people must come
together to fight a cause of common concern. If we join
together, we will overcome. People everywhere can look
up and see the light, brilliant in its power and its beauty.
Life-giving, the Sun warms us. Its power could one day
be our power - the power of the people.
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COMMUNITY

"Most of our material resources in
building in gener:al are geared
towards building barriers between
one another, and yet, by circumstance or desire, people still live close
to one another. The House is a small
house (and uses less materials), yet
inside there is still a feeling of
spaciousness. The whole house is
basically one room that can be
adapted for our many uses, and we
each have small visually-private
alcove~ between the rafters in the
loft. A terrace house in the inner city
for five people often seems crowded
and claustrophobic, yet this house, at
about half the size, feels spacious."

TECHNOLOGY

"It is very much a house of the
present. Much of the interest in living in the House comes from a section of the present commun[ty that is
aiming for an alternative lijestyle: a
lifestyle closely sympathetic to the
changing cycles of nature, seeking
closer community with other'people
and greater fulfillment in all life's activities - aiming to embrace a wider
range of activities in the fields of
work and leisure and gradually
eliminate the distinction between the
two. An important aspect of this
quest is to begin living the alternative
way now. So, whilst seeking a reduction and scaling down of hardware,

AN AUTONOMOUS HOUSE
At a time when it is becoming
common knowledge that the sources
of energy and materials which our
society has taken for granted in the
past are being rapidly exhausted,
alternative technology, which is independent of finite resources, is
becoming increasingly relevant to
our future. Technology which has a
'soft' impact on the cornrnuniity's environment creates a constant flow of
energy, as opposed to the existing
"hard" technology in which energy is
used once and never recovered.
The idea of building an
'Autonomous House' using alternative technology came to a group of
2nd and 3rd year Architecture students at Sydney Uni in 1974. They
sought an ecologically responsible
alternative to conventionally
powered and serviced houses, both
because of the overall impact on the
environment of the corporate forces
(e.g. on Lake Pedder, urban creeks,
etc.) and because of the ruthlessly
profit-oriented organisations responsible (e.g. A. V. Jennings Hornes).
The Autonomous House was to
use only naturally powered energy
systems and, ideally, demonstrate
total self-sufficiency in all energy requirernents. At the same time it
aimed to provide a standard of living
for five inhabitants (students) cornparable to that of the ordinary comrnunity.
Design and work on the house was
undertaken by seventeen students,
resulting in a rectangular-shaped
house with a large communal living
area .and kitchen at ground level, and
separate sleeping quarters in a loft
Page 36 -

"We feel that it is important
to begin living the alternative
way now."
Here are a few comments from individuals who have experienced
building and living in the '
Autonomous House.
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overhead. A north-facing beer-bottle
wall is responsible for the heating
and cooling of the house (the sun's
heat is stored in old water-filled beer
bottles and convection currents can
be introduced to control the
temperature). Doors and windows
can be sealed to prevent heat loss and
the house is equipped with fibreglass
insulation, so that it is as thermally
efficient as possible. Electricity for
lighting and power is generated by a
"Quirks" l 2V /300W windmill and
stored in batteries.
The floor of the house is made of
rubble from a demolition site, the
timber walls are built from scrap, the
roof is old galvanised iron sheeting,
and the floor of bricks comes from
the driveway of a demolished timber
factory.
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A methane digestor is in use to
convert human and organic wastes
into a nitrogen-rich fertilizer, though
a larger community system would be
needed to produce enough methane
~as for lighting and cooking. From
Just one house, too little waste is
available to really get the system going. Rain water is gathered on the
large roof area and stored in a tank
for drinking and general use. A solar
water heater is mounted on the
northern side of the roof.
The Autonomous House is
therefore built almost entirely from
second hand materials, from what is
normally treated as garbage. This
ensured that construction consumed
as little energy as possible - merely
human energy and time.

-r,.o.... t.C.C.., .__,S<.
~0\,,~.
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we seek an · expansion of our
software. As contacts between people in this search become more
widespread, the products of their
labours will surely become more
refined."
"Living in the House, I began to
see more and more of both the workings of my needs, and of the
technology created to satisfy these
needs.''
"If we really want to begin living
in ecological harmony with the earth
then we must reconsider our style of
livin as much as our techniques.

"The Autonomous House is not
just a house with a series of
technological systems used to supply
an assumed amount of energy, water
and shelter, but it is also one of our
first steps in a search for a lifestyle
more in harmony with the natural
world and with other people."
"We feel that it is important to
begin living the alternative way
now."

Confronting the Future
Charles Birch
If man is to survive, a fundamental transformation must take
place in Western civilization. The question is: Can man control
himself and 't he technology he has created?

Charles Birch has written this book to exp lain in simple nontechnka l language the consequences of man's bl ind, unplanned
progress in an age of explosive growth and technological
development. Wherever he directs the focus of his writing world population growth, w_orld resources, the environment,
social institutions or human relationships - the danger signals
flash. One may disagree with some points of view, one may
question some facts and figures and one may argue against
some of his propositions, but the overall picture is that of
mankind in peril.

0 14 021937 4 $2.95

Energy for Australiq
-A.iH. Corbett
Energy is the world's most essential commodity. If the supply
of petroleum runs out in twenty years' time, Australians wil l
realize that driving the family car is not an inalienable
democratic right. The energy crisis is more than just a cliche.
It has already dislocated the economies of many countries and
wil l do irreparable harm to the Australian economy within the
next generation unless realistic planning takes place now.
Energy for Australia looks at our energy requirements and
resources, and demonstrates the urgent need for a long-term
national energy policy to cope with Australia's fut·Jre energy
demands.

0 14 021939 0 $2.95

Nuclear Power
Walter C. Patterson
Where will the world get its energy in the years to come? Many
nations are looking to uranium; nuclear power seems to have
oome of a~e. just in time to head off a global energy shortage .
But the upsurge of official enthusiasm for nuclear power has
been accompanied by mounting public.disquiet.To those who
feel that nuclear matters shou-ld not be left to the battling
.
experts, Nuclear Power offers essential support. In I ively
everyday language it describes nuclear technology and how 1t
works - and sometimes fails to work. An extensive annotated
bibliography provides guideposts to further investigation by the
concerned reader.

0 14 021930 7 $2.95

BOOK
REVIEW
Nuclear Power
by Walter C. Patterson
.
( Penguin Books, Hammondsworth,
1976) 304 pp.
$2.95.
If you've been thinking you'd like
to have a nuclear facts book beside
you as you listen to the bland assurances of Baxter, Titterton and
Lang Hancock over the next few
months, this book should be of interest.
Born in Canada and trained as a
nuclear physicist, Walt Patterson
now works with FOE in London . In
the introduction to Nuclear Power he
says that public participation in
nuclear decision-making has either
been tentative or desperate, largely
because the issues seem to be cloaked
in the most esoteric of scientific obscurity. Through this book, however,
he has made a very successful attempt to make the nuclear fuel cycle
and its problems comP.rehensible
even to those of us who failed fourthform science.
Part l, "The World of Nuclear
Fission", sets out the basics of
nuclear physics, reactor types and
the fuel cycle from uranium mining
to the storage of wastes. Most
readers will be unassured by the US
experience so far in waste storage.
On 20 April 1973, tank 106T at Hanford near Washington sprang a leak.
It was not until six weeks later that a
radiation detector was placed
beneath the tank for routine checking. Although the detector went 'off
scale', the supervisor took no action.
It was only on 8th June, after 435000
litres had leaked into the earth, that
emergency procedures were -implemented and the press notified.
This was the 11th leak at Hanford
· and there have been several since. At
some time in the future the wastes
will enter the Colombia River.
The second part of the book
provides an excellent account of the
development and testing of nuclear
weapons, and the subsequent controversy which occurred as daring
scientists began to challenge the US
Atomic Energy Commission's
deceitful claims.
Around 1957, concern about fallout began to mushroom . The AEC
admitted that strontium-90 could
enter the body via cow's milk (and
not only via bone splinters in meat as
it had previously claimed); scientists
employed outside the AEC started to

discover further radioactive isotopes
in the fallout re~ularly breathed and
eaten by Amencans and others; a
book describing the killing of a
Japanese fisherman by fallout from
the first H-bomb test in 1954 was
published; and an AEC committee
reported that nuclear tests in 1956
alone would for many years into the
future cirnse between 2500 and
13,000 major genetic ~efects per year
in the global _population.
. .
Chapter 6, "Re~ctors . off a~d
Runnin~" would dehght the most irresponsible of ghouls. For as pronuclear scientists attempted to assuage their feelings of guilt by
developing the 'peaceful' atom, the
bubbles of optimism about safety,
and economics, soon began to burst.
Each serious accident in reactors
designed to produce materials for the
weapons program and in reactors for
'peaceful' purposes is described.
These acciden.t s range from the_grisly to the bizarre.
An accident at the SL- I reactor in
Idaho in 1961 resulted in three
bodies being so radioactive that they
had to be buried in lead-lined coffins
in lead-lined vaults. A partial fuel
meltdown at the Enrico Fermi reactor in 1966 almost led to the attempted evacuation of Detroit. And
then there was the huge fire lit by a
candle at the Browns Ferry plant in
Alabama early in 1975. It seems that
it will not be long before luck runs
out and we read of an accident which
has killed 5000 people almost instantly, provided a cancer dose for
another 40 000, and done $20 billion
of property damage.
Patterson makes it very clear that
all is not well in the area of nuclear
economics. The industry has been
heavily subsidised by governments in
research and development and in insurance costs (for private insurance
companies refuse to provide any
more than a fraction of the coverage
needed by nuclear plants).
But perhaps most significantly,
nuclear capital costs have been going
through the ceiling as construction
times have stretched, licensing hassles have erupted in the courts, and
inflation has proceeded rampantly("
The ultimate bogey-person of the
20th century is plutonium, which is
an inevitable by-product of the splittiri~ of uranium atoms. Plutonium,
which is aptly named after the Greek
god of hell, is toxic to humans in
doses of one ten-millionth of a gram
and has a half-life of 24 000 years. It
is also the material from which
atomic born bs are made; only l O kg
is necessary to make an effective

weapon . The magnitude of ., the
problem is realised when we learn
that one reactor produces 230 kg of
the stuff every year and that in the
year 2000 the nuclear industry's
plans mean that 400 000 kg of
plutonium will be produced . The
necessity for safe-keeping from terrorists, wayward governments and
the environment generally is obvious.
Despite this, the record so far is
dismal. Patterson describes two
celebrated incidents, the Rocky Flats
plutonium fire in 1969 which sprayed
plutonium over the population of
nearby Denver, and the discovery in
1972 that plutonium stored in a
trench at Hanford could form a
critical mass and explode with
catastrophic results.
The book covers a wide range of
i'ssues of a social and technical
nature. We could not expect to find
an elaboration of all the concerns
which have been raised by critics involved in a wide range of disciplines.
If there is scope for criticism of the
content matter of this wide-ranging
book, it would be that too little attention is given to the debate over
nuclear power in the Third World.
Currently the reactor manufacturers
and the International Atomic Energy
Agency are doing all they can to persuade Third World governments that
nuclear power would solve their
energy problems. So far the only
countries interested are those that we
may strongly suspect of wanting
nuclear weapons. For the bulk of the
Third World people, this form of
energy is completely inappropriate.
It is too capital intensive, plants now
built in the rich countries are too big
for the grid systems in the Third
World, and it is a technology which
will benefit the urban elite rather
than the 80 per cent of peopl~ who
live in rural areas and who don't even
have a power point.
In the early days of the nuclear industry the corporations had a victdry
at a meeting convened to decide on
the design of a symbol for "Danger
Radiation". Union delegates wanted
a grinning skull with wavy lines
emanating from it. The corporations
succeeded in gaining a majority for
the innocuous circle with three leaves
.fanning out from the centre. Walt
Patterson's book will do much to inform people of the solid body of
evidence which has accumulated to
reveal the myth of the peaceful atom.
We ignore such information at our
peril.

N ei/ Barrett

Published by Penguin Books Australia Ltd .
Avai lable from your local bookseller or newsagent
Recommended retail prices
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CYCLISTS

Given the way things are in government and industry, a great deal of information vital to the interests of the community never gets out. Some of it is
simply not noticed by interested people because of
limited circulation arid some of it is purposely
withheld.
FOE believes that those people who anonymou sly
leak relevant information perform a public service of
the first rank. Without their action, bureaucratic
secretiveness and corporate self-interest too often
. succeed in suppressing information, and frustrating
the process of informed and democratic decisionmaking in the community.
If you are a servant of government or ir.idustry, and
you come across certain information that you consider the public really ought to know about, perhaps
the FOE Leak Bureau can be of some help in passing
such ·information on to the people who really ought
to know about it.
Our thanks to the many people who have sent us
information already. Keep it coming.

RENT-A-BIKE
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•

FROM LEISURE-BIKES

We have touring and folding models
with single or multi-speed gears.
Tandems too.
All bikes fitted with carriers.
Lights, toe clips, etc. optional.
Bellweth1:3r and Karrimor pannier bags
·
in stock.
Quality accessories.
Special touring bikes assembled to
order.

Now at:
LEISURE BIKES
579 Burwood Rd., Hawthorn
Phone 81 7241 88 8771
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COME ALIVE AND JOIN FRIENDS OF THE-I
EARTH

Simply fill out this form and send it to your local FOE group.
Enc losed Is my yearly membership fee of $1 O or ANY SUM THAT I
CAN AFFORD .. . .. . . .
The membership tee ot :i;1 u inc1uaes a subscription tor one year to
Chain Reaction, and by joining FOE you will also receive our
members' newsletter and various other publications/information.
NAME . ...... . . . .. ... . . .. . . .. . . . . . ... . .. . .... . . . ... .... . .. . .
ADDRESS . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. ...... . . ... . . . .

TELEPHONt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I c an actively help by: assisting with publications . ... . , starting a
new group .. ... , secretarial work . . . .. , other . . ... ,Special skills .
All donations to FOE (I.e. separate from membership fee) of over
$ 2 are tax deductible If cheques are made payable to "Australian
Co nservation ·Foundation" with a note marked "FOE Appeal", and
send to 206 Clarendon St., East Melbourne, Vic. 3002.

--- -SUBSCRIPTION/PUBLICATION
--.-- --- -- - - -·- - -· ---ORDER
FORM
(send to. your local FOE group)
Non- member Subscription to Chain Reaction and/er Uranium
Deadline (see FOE Publication Notices):
I wish to subscribe to:
Chain Reaction . .. .. . . . .. . .. ($4 for one year,,four issues)
Uranium Deadline($6 per year for individuals and libraries,
$10 for other institutions I organisations, - 8 issues)
Other Publications available through FOE:
P lease forward the following publications (include number of
copies required:

. .. .. . .. . ... . .. . . . .. ... .. . .. . ... .. ... .. .. . .... . . : . . . . . . . . . . .
A cheque/postal order for $ ... . Is enclosed.
NAME: .. . ... . .. .. .. . . . ... . ... . .... . ... . ...... . . . .. . .. . . ... .
ADDRESS:

.. . .... .. . . . . . . . ... . ... . . . . . .. . ... . .. . . . . . .. . ... .

.... . . ... .. . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . ....... . ..... . .. . .. .
POSTCODE: .. . ...... . .. . .. TEL.. .. ... . .. ......... . . . . .. . .. .
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FRIENDS OF THE EARTH AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE
51 Nicholson St, Carlton, Victoria 3053. PH: {03) 347 8830
SYDNEY
·
423 Crown St, Sur!'Y Hills, NSW 2010. PH: (02) 898 9714
ILLAWARRA
PO Box 25, Warrawong, 2502.
A.C.T.
PO Box 1883, Canberra City, ACT 2801. PH: (082) 47 3084
ADELAIDE
Clo Conservation Council, 310 ·Angas St, Adelaide, S.A. 5000.
PH: (08) 223 5155
.PERTH
10 Ru88el St, Fremantle, W.A. 8180. PH: (092) 21 5942.
DARWIM
.
.
PO Box 2120, Darwin, -N.T. 5794. PH: (089) 81 2849.
BRISBANE
.
235 Boundary Rd, West End, Brisbane. 4101. PH: (07) 44 1786.
TOWNSVILLE
PO Box 5115, Townaville, Qld 4810. PH: (077) 71 8226.
CAIRNS
PO Box 21, Edge Hill, Cairns. Nth Qld. 4870. PH: (070) 53 1808.
NEW ZEALAND
PO Box 39065, Auckland West, NZ.

FOE'S FOOD CO-OP
We are now using the front room of our premises in
Carlton (Vic.) as a shop for our new food cooperative as well as display centre for books,
posters, pamphlets and other literature on environmental and land-rights issues produced by FOE
and other acti:vist g·roups.

PIJ8l/C,TIONS
IJil1lNIIJ)I 1)1~111)1.. INI~
Uran ium Deadline provides a comprehensive, up-to-the-m inu te summa ry of developments in the nuclear debate both in A ustra li a a nd
overseas, together with background information and commentary to set
these developments in context. Compiled by FOE staff, it is the only
way of keeping fu lly informed about the mu lti-faceted and immensely
impo rta nt nuclear power issue. A ll the vital information that has not
a ppeared in t he press , or on the radio and T V, you'll be sure to find rn
Uranium Deadline. Individual copies - 60 cents; subscription - $6
per year for ind ividuals and libra ries, $ IO for other organisation s/ inst it utions.

C HAI N REACTIO N VOL.2, NO. I
Articles o n: T he Ranger Enquiry, The Pain of Min a mala , Conservation in Chi na, The Browns Ferry Incident , and the Chain Reaction
Interview with John Price-, co-author with Am ory Lovin s of No 11Nuclear Futures . Special offer to clear: 25 cents plus 25 cents postage.

CHAIN REACTIO N VOL.2 N0 .2
Articles on the ta keover by transnational companies of the energy
field in the western world ; a top scientist involved in the world's first
atom ic bomb progra mme spea ks out on the da ngers of the pro liferation
of nuclear power; do-it-yourself ways of finding th e best site for a wi ndelectri c generator; whole energy workshop (find yo ur perso nal energy
co nsumption) a nd energy shopping list. Price $1 , postage 30 cent s.

NUCLEA R POW ER
by Walter Patterson
T o th ose wh o fee l t ha t nuclea r matters should not be left to the batt ling experts, N uclear Power offer s essent ial support. In lively everyday
la nguage it describes nuclea r techn ology a nd how it work s - a nd
so metimes fa il s to wo rk . The a uthor surveys the development of nuclea r
power wo rldwide, and delineates the issues, not only technica l but also
eco nomic, social a nd political which now preoccupy the poli cy-m a kers .
An extensi ve a nn otated bibliograph y provides guideposts lo furth er investi gati o n by the concerned reader. $2.95 plu s 40 cents postage .

NUCLEA R POWER: T H E FI FTH HOR SEMAN
by Denis Hayes with Australian introduction by Jim Falk
A n excellent introducto ry booklet (70 pp) by Denis H ayes of t he
Wo rld wa tch Institute, USA , to the a rgument s again st nuclea r power.
Hayes c~nsiders the i:n vironm ental impact, the ava ilabi lity of
ura nium, tile economics of nuclea r power, the sa fet y questi ons,
wea pons proliferati on a nd the poss ibil ity of nuclea r terrori sm . He concludes tha t nuclea r power is fraught with long-term dangers, and urges
Governm e nts to oppose the expa nsion of the nuc lea r industry a nd co nce nt rate o n developin g altern a tive energy so urces. Ava ila bl e soo n.

INC REDIB LE FRASER ISLAN D
Thi s is a 56-page ph otographic documenta ry depictin g th e natura l
beaut y of a n isla nd th at was threatened by sand mining a nd timbe r getting. Published by A .C .F. Price $3 .95 plus 40 cents postage.

TH E INCID ENT AT BROWNS FERRY by David
Corney
Re print of No t M an A parc centres pread, a n 8-page accoun t of th e
wo rst reactor incident during 1975 . The reactor came ve ry cl ose lo a
co re melt-d own. 20 cents plus 18 cents postage. Avai la ble fro m FO E
Brisba ne - see FOE address list.

The Co-Op is an anti- packaging venture with whole
foods at a minimal profit margin. Membership is
$5.00 per iAdividual or household. This allows us to
"uy a variety of goods in bulk without the burden of
bureaucratic regulations applied to commercial
shops.
Customers are encouraged to bring their own rbags
and containers as the food in the co-op is all in bulk
quantities.
Here are some sample items and prices :
Stoneground wholemeal flour - 14c lb; brown rice
- 28c lb; soya beans - 27c lb; natural sultanas 55c lb; dried apricots - $1.25 lb; almonds - $1 .40
lb; peanut butter - 85c lb.

ALTERNATIVE
TECHNOLOGY
GROUPS

FOE Melbourne have recently
s tarted a weekl y " Alternati ve
Techno logy Work shop" for people
interested in makin g AT devices a nd
in discussing the general philosoph y
behind their use.
Meeti ngs are held at 6 pm on
Wednesdays at the FOE bui lding at
5 I N icholson St, Carlton (ring up to
confirm time beforehand) .
FOE Sydney ha ve also got a Solar
Energy Gro up going, which meets at
423 Crown St , S urry Hill s (698 9714)
on Thursday evenings at 8 pm . Again
come a long if you ' re interested .

NO N-NUCL EA R FUT U RES: TH E CASE FOR AN
ETHI CA L ENERGY STR AT EGY by Amory Lovins and
J ohn Price
The a uth ors descri be some econo mic a nd ethi ca l ma tte rs that should
no longer escape our a ttenti on. The boo k enabl es intell igent. co nce rned
peo ple to co rrect the executi ve' s fa ilure to ta ke noti ce. In different
" a ys. th e a uth ors ex plain th e un a tt ain a ble a mount of ca pit a l needed for
th e nuclea r drea m, so un atta ina bl e as to be ridi cul o us. yet so ug ht noneth eless beca use advocates have not bothered to do their sum s carefu l! )
en o ugh. (Co-pu bli shed with Ballin ger Publishing Co mpa ny.) 224 pages.
$5.00 plus 60 cents postage. (Price to FO E members $4 .00 plus (,0
cent s postage .)

GI VE ME WATER
Sto ries a nd pi ctures of Hiroshim a a nd N agasa ki a fter the holocau st.
60 pages pa perbac k, 60 cents plus 18 cents postage .

INS ID E M IC RO NESIA -

WH O GIVES A DAMN?

A re print of a centrespread, this is a review of the new boo k in t he
Earth 's Wild Places seri es , entitled Micronesia - Island Wilderness;
Th e U .S. is trying to a nnexe the N ort h Isla nds fo r Mi lita ry Bases a nd wil l possib ly dest roy th e Micronesia n people in the process. 20
cents plu s 18 cent s postage. Ava il able from FO E Brisba ne - see FOE
address li st.

IS RECYC LI NG T H E S O LUTIO N? by Ian P a usaker
Thi s new paperbac k is perh a ps the most co mprehensive a nd ha rd hittin g book av aila ble o n th e packaging a nd recyclin g rip- off in
A ustra lia.. Ful l of facts, references a nd good ideas. Ava il a ble fr onr FOE
a l t he spec ial pri ce of $ 1.20 postage incl uded . 93 pages.

FOE CALENDAR 1977
$leach
available from FOE(NSW)
LAN D RI GHTS NEWS A newsletter for aboriginals and their friends.
Ava il a ble fr om La nd Ri ghts

ews, P.O . Box 3046, Da rwin . N.T. 5794 .

NO N-NUC LEA R FUT U R ES by Amory Lovi ns
Thi s pa mphlet is a n excell ent summ a ry of Lov in s' boo k. It is a
re print fr om a .Vot Man Apart 8-page centrespread . A ugu st 1975. 20
ce nt s plu s 18 cents postage.

'11111~ llll)I~ 1lf,1IINS'J1
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SOLAR

BATTERY CHARGERS

Let the sun charge you r batteries all the
year.
No parts to wear, no fuel , noise, or smell.
12 VOLT FROM ONLY $163

Solar Transmission (Aust.) Tel.
Phone (03) 961974
or write to: 24 Windale St, Dandenong, 3175

PRINTED BY WAVERLEY OFFSET PUBLISHING GROUP-5605111
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